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REVIEW OF THE MONTH 
THE ELECTION AND AFTER. r 'I ' HE election has come and gone. It is too early' as yet, 

1 
to make any lengthy statement upon it or how the results 
affect the Communist Party. We shall deal with this 
aspect of the question, in a special article, next month. 

One of the most gratifying features of the election was 
how the rank and file of the Communist Party carried out, to the 
smallest detail, the policy of a United Labour Front against all 
avowed capitalist candidates. There was no· shuffling-and no hesit~ ... 
tion in action. The whole organisatton swept into line a~d unanim
ously carried out the decision of the organisation ·to return the 
candidates of the Labour Party. It was a triumph of revolutionary 
discipline and party loyalty carried out under most trying con
ditions. We place in contrast the united action of the Communists 
with that of those Labour Party leaders who repudiated their party's 
decision on the capital levy and who actually denounced it at a most 
critical moment in the election struggle. \Ve are not interested, for 
the ·moment, with the merits or demerits of a capital levy; what we 
ar~ interested in is the attitude of the· Labour Party in regard to 
those members ,who openly flouted its official policy. It will be 
interesting to note what disciplinary action the ·Labour Party will 
take against such people as ~Ir. Ben Tillett, ~fr. Wm. Graham,· and 
the others who refused to stand upon the official election programme
of the party, and who actually stabbed it in the backt ··At. ·the 
Edinburgh Conference of the Labour Party the .· Communists . were 
driven out because hfr. MacDonald and 1\'[r. Hodges declaredthat 
we might tum upon. the party at some moment of crisis. Thes~ two 
gentlemen know, better than most people do, . that the Communists 
are absolutely incapable 9f th~ crime of weakening the Labour move
ment in any of its struggles against capitalism. \Ve wer~ cast out 
of the Labour Party because of deeds of insubordination, which it 
was claimed, we 11zight comm~t in the future. Very well, then,. let 
us see what the stem-disciplinarians of the.Labour_ Party are going 
to do with those colleagues of lfr. J. R. MacDonald and Mr. Hodges 
who so contemptuously rejected one of the main issues put forward 
in the official election programme of the organisation .. 
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The '' ratting '' of distinguished labourists- on the capital levy 

brings to the front the truth of one or two points to which we have 
repeatedly drawn attention in our monthly notes. We contended 
that the reason why the Labour Party delayed the pu]?lica~ion Qf.its 
~le<:tion programme wa~ because it was afraid it. would ~a use· a spli~ 
1n 1t~ own ranks, particularly among the moderates. Had the 
election campaign been continued for a further two weeks many 
more renegades would have been discovered. Up· and down the 
country a number of the m9re · moderate candidates were getting 
alarmed at the hostile criticism· directed against the capital levy 
by the capitalist spokesmen of the Press. Ev~n leaders like :Clynes 
were very timid and extremely wobbly on the subject. Thus, the 
rushed nature of the election was, in many ways, a blessing for 
the Labour Party so far as the unity of its organisation and ~candi
dates were c;.oncerned. 

It is also interesting to note that ·the Labour candidates who 
.. .... /·--opposed the capital levy are those who belong to the extreme Ri~ht. 

These are always the first to retreat and to throw the workers tnto 
confusion. The reason why they refused to toe the line on the capital 
levy was because that, thanks to the opposition of the propertied 
peliticians, was the one item in the official programme that brought 
the organisation into open conflict with the class interests o~ the 
capitalists. Here, where the Labour Party ought to have -~been 
strongest, it was weakest; here, where unity was most essential, 
in the f~ce of the enemy, was precisely the spot wher~ the moderates 
created disunity and confusion. And yet it. was to pacify· these 
unreliable modet:ates that the Centrists, led by Mr. J. R. 
MacDonald and Mr. Hodges, drove the Communists from the 
Labour Party. 

We will make one more prophecy. If the Labour Party does 
its duty to the workers by making a series of onslaughts upon the 
massed power of capitalism, it will be compelled to adopt strong 
measures to force its Right wing into battle. The moderates who 
are, at present, a source of weakn~s will become, in moments . of 
class strife, a source of insuperable dang_er. When that. moment 
comes the best elements inside the Labour Party will then realise the 
need for the help of the Communists. If, however, the Right wirlg 
dominates the policy of the Labour Party and refuses to lead it 
against the forces of reaction, then the disillusioned masses will see 
to it. that the Communists become the leaders of the workers' 
movement. 

AN OPPORTUNITY. 

T 
HE Labour Party, as it is at present made up, may 
pos~ibly r~ac~ its zeni_ti?- as a. parliamenta_ry force so long . 
as 1t rematns tn oppostbon to a Conservative Government. 
"fhe very ineptitude of the reactionary people who 

. . compose the present Government supplies the Labour 
Party with- the· ideal conditions for enabling it to appear before the 
world as a dashing and courageous body. The real courage of a 
political organisation, however, is not tested while it remains as an 
opposition to a government; the true depths of courage are. tested 
from the moment a party wields political power. ~ 

History has· presented the Labour Party with a matchless ~~·_of 
circumstances to work upon. The present head of· the capttahst 
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gov~mment, Mr. Bonar Law, has not the dazzling· parliamentary 
genius of Mr. Lloyd George. Mr. Bonar Law is crudely honest 
when he pleads for tranquillity. As a business man who responds 
only_ to the_ highest i_deal.s of capitalisf!l, ~e yearns for social peace. · 
He 1s anxtous-as ts the whole cap1tahst class-for conditions 
wh~rein the masses will ~o on working peac~fully ·With no·ideas of 
stnkes ?I' ~evolts ;_ wherexn the landlords Will get their rents and 
the capttahsts the1r pr?fi~s p~cefully; and wherein the imperialist 
dema!lds of ~reat Br~taxn wtll be granted. peacefully. It is the 
Utopta of capxtal. It ts a dream that was be1ng shattered while the 
dreamer dreamed. The hunger marchers ·were enclosing· upon · 
London and their sullen determination was an indication how 
hundr~ds o! tho~s~nds of workers were viewing t~ings. ~. U nemploy
ment JS gotn~ to Increase as the months pass 1nto bttter winter. 
i_\wakened With tpe _unemployed marching past his very door the 
dreamer of tranqutlhty was forced to resort to the old device of 
frightening the Press with the usual Red Plot. How quickly, in 

.. .-troublous times, does the dream pass into nightn1are! 

Below and behind the plea for tranquillity is the hope that it is 
possible to stabilise capitalism. The recovery of the modern system 
from the ravages of the war and the diseases of the peace is anything 
but a tranquil process. It means the smashing of Labour rlown to 
depths even lower than that into which it has h~en battered .. And 
the preacher of social peace. surrounded by h1s '" die-hards,, has the 
stomach to tackle such a ji)b. . The London Press in warning the 
hunger-marchers not to persist in their march upon Downing Street, 
declared that there were machine-guns ready for action . 

• Tranquillifj! 

The problems which 1'Ir. Lloyd George found were insoluble are 
no less difficult for Mr. Bonar Law. Indeed, he took over power by 
admitting as much. But he is not such a clever fumbler as Mr. 
Lloyd George. The former will focus attention upon his errors, but 
the latter covered up his blunders behind a smoke screen of parlia-

. mentary manipulations. The present Premier will openly defend 
capitalism and as openly attack Labour. H~ lacks the cunning of 
his predecessor who never fought by frontal attacks, but who was 
brilliant and successful in sapping and undermining and defeating 
the industrial army ~of the masses. Mr. Bonar Law would never 
attempt to wheedle the miners by preparing a Sankey Commission 
trap for Air. R. Smillie. He has no ·use for the Gladstonian and 
Liberal tactic of blunting the edge of the workers' ·grievances as a 
preliminary to defeating them. He is a straightforward defender 
of capitalism, who has no time for the hypocritical and pretentious 
artifices of an Asquith. The tactics of Mr. Bonar Law will force 
the class Issue to the front, and this will compel the-. Labour Party, 
whether it likes it or not, to fight upon it. We believe the more 
open character of the class struggle in Parliament will not add to 
the reputation of some of the ol'clleaders of the La~<?ur Party; but 
there are several younger and more courageous sptrtts among the 
n~w;members. particularly from the Clyde··val~ey, wh? can set the· 
pace· if they dare to try. History has played tnto thetr hands. If 
they nerm1t' the moderates to influence them to become·'' state~man
like " in their actions, then all is lost. Much is expected from them. 
If they fail; the workers will be compelled to look elsewhere for 
coura~eous leadership. 

,, 
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. COMMUNISM AND RACIALISM. 

0 
NE of the most sensational events o·.f· the rece. n. t Gene. ra.l 
Election was the ·return of our Indian· .. comrade, 
Shapurji Saklatvala, to Parliament. His ·victory in 
Battersea, as a Labour candidatOi was due mainly to 

.. the able manner in which he exp~oded the imperialist 
fallacy regarding. inferior and superior races. As an active member 
of the Communist Party, comrade Saklatvala· was able· to, pr9ve to 
the workers that the reactionary dogma of racialism is, in practice, a 
shibboleth behind which class wars and· dass plunder are carried 
out against native populations. He proved that the intensified 
exploitation of the Indian masses, by British ·capitalists, would 
recoil against the proletariat of this country and would create greater 
unemployment, lower wages and longer hours. He showed, in a 
word, the V1neness of the interests of the i1ztenzational working class 
in its struggle against capitalism; and he won upon that is~ue. 

It is to be hoped that the Labour Party will appreciate the inter
national significance of the victory that our Indian comrade has 
secured for them. Many of the moderate Labour. candidates, in 
the recent election, had no international policy that could be distin
guished from that of Mr. Asquith or Lord R. Cecil. Some of thern 
discussed international questions and displayed a breadth of outlook 
that would have disgraced a village pump. It would be a good 
thing if the Labour Party would re-print the speech with which 
Mr. Philips 1·L Price opened his campaign at Gloucester; it was a 
magnificent statement of the world-wide class war and brought out, 
most clearly, the international responsibility of the working class 
movement of this country. 

We yield to no party in our insistence upon the importance of the 
immediate, local, concrete needs of the masses; these are the 
problems which win elections, if handled in a bold manner. This was 
demonstrated by the sweeping Labour and Communist victories in 
the Clyde Valley. But questions of unemployment, etc., are not 
parochial problems. These demand an international policy-· not 
one, however, of meek homage to the League of Nations, but ,one 
of struggle against capitalism in its domestic and foreign projects. 
No candidate during the election dealt with this phase of the problem 
so ably as our comrade J. T. \¥alton Newbold. · · · 

We must make Labour leaders realise that an assault upon the 
master· class at home makes .things much easier for those who are 
struggling against British imperialism· abroad. Many of the most 
prom1nent leaders in the Labour movement. in this country, are most 
insular in thought and deed. They do not seem to understand the 
international responsibilities and implications of the class struggle. 
Their backwardness, and even -their reactionary attitude, is a ·matter 
of grav~ concem to a great number of daring spirits who are active 
in the. workers' movement in other lands. Our modern leaders 
imagine ~hat they are studying the international Labour situation 
when, as a m.atter of fact, they are only looking at the Eu1opean 
movement. They do not seem to be aware of the terrific class conflict 
and. all. that i.s thereby involved, that. is taking place at pr~sent irt 
Indta, tn Ch1na and Japan. They are unable to apprectate the 
struggle that is now bein~ put up. by the negroes in America. The 
appalling limitations of the British movement was most clearly seen 
at the recent Labour Party Conference, held at Edinburgh, when 
Mr. F. Hodges arrogantly swept aside all discu~sion upon the tactics 
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of the Russian Communists as being an attribute of their "Asiatic 
mind." This is. t~e ~ntolerant insul~ri~y that is eating its way into 
our movemei_It; If. 1t . IS not c~eck~d It IS going to render sterile. all 
attempts at International action In the future. It must .be met and 
exposed.: We ,h~ve alre~d"y de_voted a· great deal of. space to the 
pr<?blem 111. the c 01lill'lltntst Re1.-'lCW, and Ill order to drive home our 
p01!1-t of. VIe\y <?nee more! we are publishing a series of important 
articl~s. tn .thts. tssue partic~larly devoted to the development .of the 
class struggle rq Indta, Chma .and Japan. Of equal importance is 
th<; splendid statement rega_rd1ng t~e nature of the fight at present 
betng put up by the negroes tn Amenca·. . 

We must break down the island detachment that pervades the 
mind and. actions of many prominent Labourists. We must compel 
them to vtew the struggle against capitalism and imperialism from 
the international standpoint. This is one of the tasks which the. 
C om1JZZ.tnist R eviezv has set out to accomplish. 

A" LESSON. 

I 
N Germany the situ~tion has again reached a critical ~ondition. 
A crisis has been created by the Social Democrats withdrawing 
from governmental office. In the Revie·w, month by month, 
we have contended that the Social Democrats, who were able 
to count most of the votes in the Reichstag, were not the real 

political rulers in Germany. Power, in the political world, is not 
determined by counting votes ; it is rather determined by the amount 
of press1,1re a class can exert upon society. The Italian Fascisti 
have demonstrated this. In Germany the Social Democrats believed, as many of our 
Labourists do, that capitalist democracy is a system where a man 
counts for a man and a vote counts as a v.ote. This is a very naive 
view of the present world. Capitalism is a social system based 
upon the manipulation of private property; that is the fundamental 
fact of modern society. The social grouping of classes is deter
mined by their relationship to property. Ano so overwhelming is 
the influence of property in modem politics that it is, in itself, a 
political force. It is nonsense to imagine that equality of voting 
presupposes political equality. .Before ever a worker casts hts vote, 
his mind has been influenced by the propertied interests which control 

. hundreds of political forces, beginning with the almighty press 
which does nof end when the I uxurious motor carries the voter to the 
poll. Democracy, within any propertied !?YStem, is a machine which 
operates, ultimately, on · behalf. of the propertied interests. If the 
economic power of the industrial and financial magnates. breaking 
amazing political force, is not broken by the workers, it will ulti
mately dominate and break through any parliamentary majority 
operated by the Labour Party~ . 

The present· state of affairs in Germany has been caused by the 
economic· power of the ministerial and financial magnates breaking 
through the parliamentary' majority of the Social Democrats. We 
have. here a further illustration of the feebleness of parliamentary 

, control when opposed by the unbroken power of the propertied 
interests. Although the Social Democrats were the parliamentary 
rulers of Germanv, real and vital political initiative still remained 
with the wealthy. industrialists, like -Hugo Stinnes, wbo used their 
economic prestige to hamper the Social Democrats in a thousand 
wa:ys. Stinne~ and his colleagues ;.vere a~le to ~reate political. cr.isis 
wh1ch the Soctal Democrats, desptte thetr parhament~ry rn~Jonty, _ 
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could not overcome. Tpe course of event5 in Germany have proved 
to the whole world that the workers can only attain their political 
triumph by breaking down· the industrial and .financial·· ·power 
wielded by the capitalist class. In every social flame where the 
propertied interests have influence, there must the masses break their 
power. This leads directly to the tactics adopted by. the Russian 
Communists. The So:viet revolution began by ·smashing the political 
and economic control of the capitalist and landlord class. The cry 
of •' All Power to the Workers •'. was no empty slogan. We now 
realise that it is the only method and the only way whereby the 
workers can raise themselves to the position of a ruling class. 

The withdrawal of the German Social ·Democrats from the cont{ol 
of parliament and the triumph of the Fascisti in Italy ,show that 
th~. European masses have suffered defeat at the hands of the 
reactionaries. After five years of struggle it is only ·the Russian 
workers who are able to maintain power and who ·can meet the 
enemy with anything like a chance of success. Let British Labour 
mark and learn the lessons of the past five years in Germany~ Italy 
and at home. 

Culmination 
I 

THE trumpets of the four winds of the 
world 

From the ends of the earth blow battle ; 
the night heaves, 

\Vith breasts palpitating and wings refurled, 
With passion of couched limbs, as one 

who grieves 
Sleeping, and in her sleep she sees uncurled 

Dreams serpent-shapen, such as sickness 
weaves, 

Down the wild wind of vision caught and 
whirled, 

Dead leaves of sieep,- thicker than autumn · 
leaves, 

Shadows of storm-shaped things; 
Flights of dim tribes of kings, 

The reaping-men that reapriien ·ror their 
sheaves, 

And, without grain to yield, · 
Their scythe-swept harvest-field 

Thronged thick with men pursuing and 
fugitives, 

· Dead foliage of the tree of sleep, 
Leaves, blood-coloured and golden, blown 

from deep to deep. 
A. C. Swinburne 



WHAT WILL HAPPEN 
IN EUROPE? ByE.T.Whitehead 

(The f!Uthor of this article ,spent. some years in G~many, 
Austrza:, Russza, and otke-r parts of Europe imnzediately 
precedzng the war. 11 e has also e1Zjoyed considerable 
opportunities for· studying the situation on the spot in 

recent 1nonths, especially as regards Germany.) ' 

T O return from the scene . of the rapidly shifting and-
developing situation in Central Europe to Britain at 
the present juncture) and to witness the extraordinary 

I insular and t:ven ~arochial man~er in .which .Britishers 
-- - ~ are absorbed- 1n the1r own -domestic elections, g1ves one a 
weird feeling of unreality in things that are. It is as- if one came 
in from a house on fire to the one next door, and to find the occu
pants _quietly and prettily playing patience or spillikiQs. Among 
all the political organisations that participated in the recent elec
tions, the Communist Party was the only one which correctly ana· 
lysed the international situation. There is no doubt whatever that 
developments are at present pursuing their irresistible course 
in Europ~ which will have more influence on our future, on the 
future of British workers, than anything that is likely to occur in 
the purely local sphere of British politics for some time to come~ 

The situation brings my mind back to that feeling of mild 
interest and curiosity we all experienced on that July day in 1914, 
\vhen the murders at Serajevo were placarded. How many of us 
then realised, how many members of the British working class had 
any inkling, that this was the spark that was not to be extinguished 
until 8oo,ooo of our countryrnen had been sacrificed in the bloody 
conflagration that followed? . 

And what was true then is doubly true now. If Eurqpe was 
unstable then, she is doubly unstable now ; and far Jrom the four 
years of peace having resulted in establishing static and settled 
conditions, the _situation is more turbulent, more fraught with pos
sibilities, more certain of a great crash, than ever it has been since 
the armistice. . 

The situation in 1914 might be likened to that of a ball perched 
on the edge of a table, which might at any time fall off, but which 
might, .on. the other- hand, quietly remain where it stands for a 
very considerable time. .-But the situation to-day is .more like that 
of a boulder rushing down a steep slope, which no power can hope 
to arrest or stay its course. 

The keystone to the whole situation lies naturally in Germany. , 
If Germany crashes, the whole of European- bourgeois civilisation, 
and probably that of our own country, will inevitably follow. 

' And it is not easy in a few short words to describe the develop-
ments in Germany. The mere figures that the mark stood at 300 
in September, 1921, and that ·to-day it stands at 32,000, do not 
mean much to the casual reader who has no actual experience of 
the realities that accompany such figures, and give no clue what
ever to the actual experiences and conditions suffer~he mil-
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lions of human beings who live within the orbit where such changes 
take place~ 

Imagine what it must be like when prices of bread, tnargarine, 
potatoes, and all staple articles of food rise, not only steadily and 
regularly,· but ·wildly and madly all days and every day ; when 
the tram fares suddenly rise from IO/- to £1 at a leap, when you 
give a £5 note as a tip to a railway porter, and a ;(,·so note for a 
taxi :fare. Yet such is the actual experience in Germany to-day. 
The identical 100 mark note, which was the equivalent of £5 'in 
1914, i~f to-day's tip for the 1nan who carries your bag. In 1nany 
shops the urices rise almost daily, or rather nightly, . when all · 
articles n1us"t be priced up by the staff corresponding to the changes 
in the mark as compared with the dollar. What it mean·s to the 
seller is that unless this is done, the money he takes wilt- not suffice 
to renew his stocks, and buy fresh supplies, -for in the few·: days 
tha:t elapse in the turn-over of stocks, wholesale prices wiH have 
ri~cn again to undreamt-of heights. . 

What does this mean to the government and n1unicipal authori
ties? It means, of course, that the taxes. they fix, by the time 
they collect them, have only the worth of a few pence, and huge 
supplies of new money must be printed to pay the governmental 
and municipal services. This new issue of paper, which has now 
reached the huge total of 4,ooo,ooo,ooo paper marks per day, again 
plunges down the currency, and the same circle is gon~ through. 

For the workman, for the housewife, for the children, it means 
· that, as the breadwinner gets paid monthly-I 5,000 marks per 
n1onth (or IO/-) ·was· the average monthly wage as I left-that 
clothes, boots, and the staple foods have risen right outside the 
paper wage limits, and semi-starvation, or even worse, is the lot of 
the tens of millions of the German working class. 

Arid what does this mean for the business man, who in old 
Germany used to conduct-~ with such scrupulous order and· 
regularity and attention to detail ?1 Naturally, it invokes, a reckless
ness and wildness, and tendency to gamble and speculate that was 
previously quite unknown to the German nature. · 

Working girls have often told me that it was practically impos
sible for a,ny of their class to get married nowadays. Very few 
will risk marriage in such circumstances, even if money and housing 
accommodation permitted. Fancy trying to save money for furni
ture, or even for a suit, when the price of it goes up like a sky
rocket every week! I have known men trying to scrape together 
enough money to pay their passage to .America, but every n1onth, 
as they put so much by, ·the price of the ticket in· German marks 
rises so a.Jarmingly that they are further from their.go~l than the 
month before. 

T.he result of all this is that Berlin and the German citie~ are 
crowded with prostitutes to a. degree that was undreamt of, and 
you· go in a restaurant and find at the first four tables a Swede, a 

·Roumanian, . a Japanese, and an Englishman ·going through the 
:vho~e b" ~·of fare, each in com~any with· a German ~rl, and swill-
Ing lt-al wn to the accompaniment of champagne at'-..1 /3 a bottle, 
waited o y German waiters, whilst an orchestra of. German 

~~_.,.,.,... Jays the latest musical creations. That is the reality 
ehind the glib lines that German marks have again 
That is the reality of the. capitalists' policy of repara-
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tions and "settling" Europe. These are the phen~mena of the 
last phases of the collapse of capitalism. Work it out in human 
suffering, .in human anxiety, in human privation and penury, and 
lay th.at bill at the door of the ". first-class brains " that sat round 
the table ~t Vervailles. 

But the end is not yet. Whilst the succession of conferences, 
and committees, and . improvis3;tions follow,· the pace grows ev~r 
faster, the whirl to ruin gets ever more giddy, and the sinister 
spectres, if spectres there be, that gloat over the spectacle of human 
suffering, may gather yet closer till the final crash. 
. And ·wha~t is .trl.!e 9( Ger:maQy in process, is true of Austria in 

deed. For in Austria, literally, the bottom of Hell has been reached. 
Whole types of proletarian and semi-proletarian types, that were 
known to Vienna, have ceased to exist. Tens of thousands have 
died. "Hundreds of thousands have suffer-ed. None remain un-
touch~d. · 

And what of -Italy? There the workers' leaders lie foully mur
dered, the best and bravest of their class. The workers' halls. are 
burnt, their trade union leaders harried and hunted, all worJcing
class activity savagely repressed and attacked through the "fascist" 
murder gangs that are the last expedients of a: ~oomed order of 
society. A whole nation under the heel of a clas~ ~errorism worse 
than anything imagined by the prophetic Jack London. 

And .what i~ already the case in Italy, threatens equally in 
Bavaria and Poland, where the notorious Ehrhardt and Korfanty, 
respectively, have perfected fascist organisations on the Italian 
model, and where issues of arms and munitions are known to have 
taken place. 

Even in France the victorious, the franc has depreciated fifty 
per cent. in the last few weeks, and now regularly follows the mar~ 
in the exchanges. W·ith holders of francs selling largely ·for pos~ 
session of the more stable currency of the dollar or pound~ further 
falls will follow, and France follow the same ~ad course to which 
her victim Germany has· been forced. 

And in those few remaining parts of Europe, countries such as 
Switzerland or Czecho-Slovakia, where there was little or no war 
legacy, a degree of unemployment reigns, and .an impoverishmeat 
of the workers that is staggering in its immensity. Even in· Sweden, 
no fewer than 2 5 per cent. of the .workers employed in industry 
were idle this year. 

Such, then, are the facts, facts that have been long foreseen 
and foretold by Marxians. And over against these facts stands 
that other great fact-that· Soviet Russia has turned the coiner, 
that her industry and agriculture are steadily improving, that pro
duction is rising, and. the standard of living likewise, that her 
army stands secure a~d confident. 

And from these facts can come but one conclusion-that the 
future of humanity, the hopes of salvation from the nearing welter 
of ruin, lies· through the path of human co-operati~n and human 
brotherhood to Communism.. Nowhere outside. the· ranks of the 
Communist International can be found those forces and that deter
mination that are capable of .grappling with. such a chaos and such 
a ruin. The hope of the toihng masses of the world, the hope of 
all peoples, lies entrusted to that heroic vanguard who have taken 

B 
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on themselves the task of. leading human society over. the morass 
of capitalism. To all men and women of good: heart and good 
intention in every country there can only be one duty at th~ present 
juncture, to take their plac~ in the ranks of the Communist Inter
national. It is the leader of the working class in its struggle· for 
emancipation, and freedom from the horrors of the dying pangs 
of an outlived system i it will strive unceasingly till the dawn. · 

THE NEGRO PROBllEM 
IN AMERICA ~ 

[3o great Jtas /Jeett the interest taken in the article on· 
the "Asiatic Mind," which appeared in the October 

1 ·- REVIEW, that .we have received a great 1nany letters and 
contributions tro1n readers in " backu,ard " countries· and 
from members of " inferior races., Herewith we publish 
a most important statement written by a distittguished 
1zegrp wko is also an enthusiastic Co1nmunist.-ED. 
COMMUNIST REVIE\V.] 

HISTORICA'L SUMNIARY. 

T
HE Unit~d States actually exercises a "veiled protec
torate ', over the Black Belt of the South. This .Black 
Belt, comprising 17 of the Southern States, is virtually 

. ~ colonial P?Ssession ~f ~he u.s.,_ ex.isting right within 
tts own tern tory. w·1th1n that dtstnct are settled over 

ten million of negroes, a rich source of cheap, black, unskilled 
labour available and exploited in the production of cotton and the 
development of the South. Through this "veiled protectorate''· 
protrude the abuses and agonies of an oppressed race, which ex
presses itself in racial consciousness. This racial consciou~ness, the 
resultant of economic forces· and the inspiration of economic "hope, 
has given rise to the.Negro Problem of the U.S. 

T~he Negro problem is primarily the unskilled phase of the 
labour pr<?blem in the class struggle, complicated by competition 

---~ and displacement of white labour, race prejudice, the domination 
of the '' veiled protectorate,'' and discrimination against the 
rising cqloured middle classes. · · 

Negro labour, an amorpheus unorganised mass, presents a fertile' '· 
and ready means for e"ploitation, and until recently a meek and , 
·very submissive .means. But negroes are fast entering industrv· 
and acquiring industrial strength which is giving them the courage 
to answer lynchings with organised and determined resistance. It 
is the crystallization of the negro industrial streng\h that is 6iving 
a· new c~mplexion to the Negro Problem, and is causing alann and 
·concern' among those who instinctively fear the latent potentialitie$ . 
of the negro race. · · · .. 

The negro, notwithstanding two hundred and fifty years . of. 
chatt~l sl3:very, is. by nature no slave. His histo~ is ·rich with 
rebelhon, Insurrection, undergro~n~ movements, and. the struggle 
for freedom. The strong physical exuberance of the .negro,. his. 
cheerfuln\ild his sympathetic· nature were factors t·hat aid~d 
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his enslavement. The South had to be developed ; King Cotton 
had to be crowned. · The wealth-owning -class seized upon the 
negro, shackled him with slavery, and gathered in its golden har
vest. 

Bondage was no new institution in America. It existed . in~_ the 
form of indentured service. Slavery found a ready foothold as a 
continuation and amplification -of that form. In the laws regulating 
the conduct of indentured servants may be discerned the germ of 
the colonial slave code. Chattel slavery gave to the master complete 
ownership of the slave while the indentured serva_nt was sold only 
for'a period of fi.ve to seven years. The new conditions permitted 
a rj.cher yield in exploitation, and the indentured white· servant 
gave way to the black chattel slave. 

The priq1itive negro, torn from his African forest, and .brought" 
to the Southern States a helpless stranger and sold into slavery, 
was placed in gangs with others, not infrequently of different and 

' ··hostile tribes, and driven on by relentless overseers. The institution 
of slavery for a time proved very profitable, and a p<>tent influence 
upon that institution was the labour-saving inventions, together 
with the industrial Ci:PPlication of the spinning-jenny, spimiing
mule, cotton-jim and steam engine. 

The power loom of England created a great demand for raw 
cotton, and to meet this demand, slave labour was stimulated. The 
slave crop ··grew to be as valuable as the cotton crop, and since- the 
slave tasks were essentially agricultural, requiring an ever-expanding 
area, the slave owners required more slave territory, and therefore 
contrived for .favourable constiturional laws to further their pros
perit:y in the slave crop. Another reason for territorial expansion 
wa:; that slave labour prevented the South from diversifying their 
single industry, which was practically limited to the tillage of the 
soil. ___, 

American commerce, whi-ch in the early part of the nineteenth 
century was carrying on a very brisk trade overseas, received a 
severe set-back through international restrictions and embargoes. 
Great distress followed. But soon the idle capital of commerce was 
utilised in the building up of manufacture, whi& rapidly expanded 
and developed into modem industrialism. Modem industrialism, 
based on wage labour, presented itself as an opposing force to the 
cheaper chattel slave labour. With the .expansion of slavery in 
the South there developed the rapid counter-expansion of modern 
industrialism in the North, and the clash followed. The p<>sition 
of s~premacy occupied by the monied class of the South was n~!Y ____ .... 
challenged by .the_ rising monied class of the North. The···influericc 
of the Soutli began to wane·, then followed the ·fierce struggle for 
economic and political supremacy between the master classes of the 
slave and " free , states. 

The crisis was intensified by (1) the repeal of certain of the free 
states of slave-sojournment laws, (2) extraor.dinary activity. pf the 

. underground railroad, (3) increasing opposition in the North iQ the 

. ,._execution of the-fugitive slave laws, (4) fierce and obstinate str-pggle 
· ~f the South to possess Kansas, exposing its infe~iority as a colonjser 

1n_ competitio~· ~ith modem industrialism (5) growing influence of 
the abolitio~ movement, (6) slave insurrection. Added to these- was 
Lincoln's election pledge. to a policy of uncompromising resistanc_e 
to the further txtension of slavery in the territoTies .. 

. . 
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The han1pered territorial expansion of. the South, the abs.orption. 
of pohtlcal power through industrial developments by the 1.\Jorth, 
compelled the Southern !ltates t_o secede in order t.o ~revent extinc
tiOn. The confl:icting systems of labour ~reated a nf~ In the· gove~n
ment, · w11ich comprom1ses and concessions only widened and In
tensified. 

The secession of the Southern States culminated in the civil war 
of 186x-r865, and the Emancipation procla~ation.· Th~ n~gro was 
freed ! Betng propertyless, possessing netther land nor money;· 

' the freed negro became again dependent upon the same old master 
class for the privilege to toil for maintenance. The former slav~ 
was now converted into a serf, and cunningly held to the soil by 
state legislation that not only controlled his labour, hut his very 
life. And as the negro rebelled under slavery, he now rebelled 
against \the cruelties of serfdom. This rebellion the master class 
answered openly with the power of the State, covertly with such 
secret organisations as the Ku Klux Klan. 

T·he political freedom granted the negro by the constitution, 
and championed by the North, was violently opposed by the South, 
which fostered unscrupulous politicians, mostly white, to demoralise 
the newly-acquired political power of the negro. This corrupting 
influence was materially aided by negroes, w-ho themselves were 
previously owners of slaves. 
- The negro, wrenched from his old condition of· servitude, be
wildered and disappointed with his new lot (he was promised 
":fifty acres and a mule" with emancipation), became·theprey of 
the political sharks of the reconstruction period. Transition periods 
carry along both the evils of the old regime and tlie new one. 
With the breaking up of old restraints and new adjustments as yet 
not firmly :fixed, a reaction ensues that expresses itself in "chaos,, 
The ten frightful years of bayonet rule of the reconstruction period, 
the heritage of slavery that tore asunder husbands, wives, children, 
parents, openly violating negro womanhood, the demoralising effect ' 
of servitude, all contributed to the " lawlessness., · An additional 
corrupting influence was the crushing of the negro's political power. 
" In the decade 187o-8o intimidation, t.heft, suppression or exchange 
of th~ ballot boxes; removal of the polls to unknown places, false 
certification; illegal arrests on the day before election were the 
chief means used by the South to make the negro vote- of little 
effect." .(Brawley.) Such were the moral examples set before the 
newly--freed negro. . 

The . freed disfranchised negro soon found. himself in the grip ... 
of the peonage system, possessed of -contract labour laws, emigra- ''-.
tion laws, v~grancy laws, convict leases, plantation leases, credit 
system, all of which were and still are the whips with which em
ployers lash and spur the negro on, for the possession of the fruit 
of his l~bour. The act of 1875 gave to the landlords the right to 
a :first .lien on the crop. of a tenant ~pr his rent, and the merchant 
w~ gtven a second hen for supplies ad vanced~with the result 
that the tenant is generally in perpetual debt to the landlord and 
m·erchant, and in a state of . peonage. He, like the agricultural 
worker, is ruthlessly exploited. Helpless, . uneducated, supersti
tious, with insufficient and . improper food~ ·abominable housing 
conditions, with separate street car laws, separate places of. amuse
ment, practically sh<?rn of all political. power, discriminated against . ~ . . .. 
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socially, economically,· and lynched for daring to assert his man
-hood-these are the awards of freedom. And from this freedoin 
the·, emancipated negr<>es turned ·towards the industrial centres of 
the cities." · 

The great negro migration wave began in 1914, artd reached 
its height in 1916-17. No event since the emancipation of the ne-gro 
from slavery has so profoundly -influenced his economic and social 
life. · - _ 

T.he South, panic-stricken on seeing its cheap ·labour supply. 
migrating, sought to restrain it through intimidation, arrests, and 
physical violence. It also instituted an agitational campaign, incit
Ing and fostering race hatred, in order to keep the negro in the 
South. 

The conditions mostly contributing to negro migration were: 
(I) industrial opportunities resulting from the world war, (2) bad 
condltions in the South, aggravated by the cotton boll weevil pest 
and unusual floods, (3) poor educational facilities, (4) legal dis-· 
crimination, (5) lynchings. 

The voice of the negro Communist is -as yet inaudible, but 
capitalism is none the less already making preparations and send
ing out warnings to safeguard the negro against dangerous agita
tors. To that end -Dr. Geo. E. Haynes, of Washington, is effec
tively utilising his post in sending out official statements with the 
followi!J.g: ''There is need to help negro workers· to protect them
selves against the widespread insidious propaganda ·of the Bol
sbeviki, more insidious than German propaganda. There is no 
evidence that the negro has been affected by such propaganda to 
any extent, but there is evidence that efforts have been made and 
are being made to get their attention." The doctor solemnly assures 
the American people that negroes are law-abiding and loyal. He 
does not mention the fact that negroes are to a very considerable 
extent armed. He is equally silent about " the unrest " said to 
exist in many of the secret benefit societies, and among negrci 
workers generally. · 

A negro correspondent, answering the question whether condi
tions are not now better than they were before the war, replies: 
" Ain't all the judges, all the police and constables, all the juries, 
white. men as ever? Does the word of a negro count for more 
now than before the war? Don't white men- insult our wives, 
daughters and sisters and get off at it, unless we take the law 
into our own hands and ·punish ·them for it ourselves, and get 
lynched for protecting our own, just as often as ever?" ""-,_ 

The wage labour system which superseded slavery has its grada
tions, beginning with the technical workers, -and· ending \yith the 
unskilled.· Each labour caste division set against the other for the 
purpose of keeping labour divided in the interests of capitalism. 
To- that end race and national prejudice is precipitated by.. the 
servile tools of the master class, who studiously pit n~groes against 
white, ancl effectively employ this antagonism among the workers, 

·Negroes suffer even more than the white from the abuses of 
the corrupt prass, prostitute leadership, and stiilfifying education. 
And they also have upon them the recently-revived Ku Klux Klan, 
White Guards of America, who are beginning to make a new use 
of their terrorisation in intimidation and break!ng up negro strikes. 
The great mass of unskilled negro labour is: a vast reserve, utilised 
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against white lab?ur, and c:>ut o.f .w~ich utilisatio~ racia~ conflict 
arises.* Race preJudice has tts or1g1n 1n the economic conflict--com~ 
petition for the possession .of property, and among ~ w~ workers 
competition for jobs--this competition in tum again reaches upon 
race prejudice, enhances it, so is the vicious circle continued. . 

· .We can trace in states such as Mississippi, South Carolina, and 
Arkansas, the recent rise to power of a submerged element of the 
Southern poP.ulation, the poor ·white. This element possesses, . in 
addition to the hereditary antipathies . of race, political ·ambitions 
and economic needs that bring it into economic conflict with the· 

·negro in a way that bodes ill for the future amicable relations of 
the races in those ~tions. This numerous . class which occupies 
for the most part the pine hills and creek bottoms along the _out
skirts of the "black belt," resents the growing inclination on the 
part of. ~he ne~ro to purchase farms, and en~er in~o direct economic 
competition With them .. They have organised 1n some Southern 

" communities to prevent the sale of lands to negroes. Where this 
has failed, they have resorted to intimidation, such as burning the· 
houses of negroes. (Democracy and Race Friction.) 

. SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY AND RACE. 
" Students of natural history hold· to-day that the human races 

have evolved in the past from one common root type. In the vary
ing continents coloration is the effect of temperature, climate, .. 
alimentation and manner of life. Residence under the equator· .has·: 
produced red-brown, black coloration of the stock, residence jn 
the Mediterranean, the brown colour, so Northern Europe has given 
origin to the white skin, blond hair and blue eyes. We may con
sider this beautiful example of the formation and variation of 
external characters among a section of the human race which from 
time immemorial has· been diffused by m1gration between the equator 
and the Arctic circle, and has formed its external characters accord· 
ing to the variations of latitude and the concomitant external con
ditioQs., (Sergi.) 

--favourable circumstances and surroundings, es~cially a ~good · 
envii'<znment, a favourable geographic position, trade and traffic, 
caused one group to ad vance more quick! y than another, while 
some .have continued to remain in a very primitive state of develop
ment, but all groups are adapted to their surroundings, according 
to the law of survival of the fittest. All psychologists are agreed 
that each one of the mental processes is within the capabilities of 
every group of mankind. All have the same senses, sam~··instincts 
and emotions. It is recog~ised that the human mind the world over 
is essentially alike, that the. mind everywhere acts on the same 
principles, and that, ignoring the local, incidental and-·-e~centric, 
we find similar laws of growth among all people. The failure of 
progress equally is not due to essential unlikeness of mind, but 

. rather to the conditions lying outside of the mind. · · 
IC Tihe. fundamental explanation of the d-ifference in the mental 

life of t~o groups is not that the capacity of brain to do work is 
different, hut because attention is not directed and stimulated along 
the same lines. Wherever society furnishes stimulation of a certain 

· . • The causes for the ·Chicago race riots are given by Carl Sandberg~ 
· (a) Encroachment of -immigrant negroes from the South upon white resident 
dist~i~ts (b} • antagonism ·to negro union workmen in t~e ·stoc~yards; (c) 
hostlhty ansmg from the part played by the negro vote tn electing an un
popular city administration, and the acti v~ties of real estate concerns. 
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kind, practically all its members are able to work on the plan and 
scale in vogue there, and the members of an alien race who become 
acquainted in a real sense with the system can work under it. But 
when society does not furnish the stimulation, or when it has pre
conceptions that inhabit attention in given lines, . then individuals 
show no intelligence in these lines." (W. I. Thomas, Mind of 
Savage.) 

Our pseudo-scientists and capitalist-conscious historians do not 
accept this view of the negro, and in lengthy, labori<;>us volumes, 
in the public Press and on public platforms, insist that he is still 
a savage to be kept within bounds. '~Race measured by race, the 
negro is inferior, and his past history in Africa and in America 
leads to the belief that he will remain inferior in race stamina and 
race achievement , (Prof. Hart). " As an American citizen he is 
a monstrosity .... He is too incompetent and unreliable for any 
use, as a citj.zen of the commonwealth he is an unmitigated nuisance, 
and, judging from the past, he will so remain. . . . He is by 
nature and habit a servant, not only -because of his long period of 
slavery, but because of his mental inferiority" (H. H. Bancroft). 
In proof, they still produce the exploded theory that the negro ha-s 
less brain weight. 

They charge the negro with the whole gamut of 'sexual depravi
ties, and much is made of his "·natural , proclivity to rape white 
women, which charge is often the basis for lynchings. A stronger 
sex instinct, however, is ascribed to the negro race by some as a 
probable result of the high mortality rate i~ Africa owing to wars, 
slave raids, disease, greater unsanitary conditions, and a debili
tating tropical climate. Social conditions have therefore developed 
a race in which the creative instinct is strong. The morality 
of the negro, considering his greater restrictions, is no different 
from that of the white man, unless perhaps it is that the latter is 
more hypocritical. 

The conditions under which the negro lives are certainly not 
conducive to good conduct or character building. In crowded 
quarters, a childhood spent unprotected on the streets, practically 
no home life, roving, uncertain of income, irregula·r and insufficient 
food, all of which produce definite results: ill-nourished bodies, 
vacant minds, craving for stimulants, lack of energy, weak wills, 
irresponsibility in the relation of life. This is true, not only of 
this race or that, but wherever poverty abounds. . A surplus labour 
supply that permits of the worker continually being " laid off " 
developed in the negro an irregularity of conduct and lack of 
" strictibility , that places him at a disadvantage in· competing 
for a job. Although in the present state of industrial organisation 
the negro's capabilities, limited or determined by racial inheritance, 
play a small part. With few exceptions, industries are not so 
thoroughly organised that slight individual and psychological dif
ferences make thems~lves. felt in large-scale production. 

The negro has achieved his transition from slavery to civilisation 
by a short cut, whereas other races enjoyed the di~c1plinary advan
tages of travelling a much longer road. The highly-prized attri
butes, called character, demand as their background a mature 
industrial, social and political ord~r. The " black belt," the 
c~osed "door of hope/' race hatred, constrict e¥en "Christian" 
VIrtues. 



· The church is the negro's" haven for the gratification ·of his 
social ·cravings. That he .has built the ·institution strong. attests 
to his power of organisation. ~ · · . . · . · · 

The anti-bellum negro was noted for h1s cheerfulness and gatety, 
his genial nature, rich sense of humour, and his continual singing 
pleasing, joyous songs. The negro to-day is· :fast losing ;his· cheer
fulness, and is not so disposed to gaiety. To-day his songs are 
mostly in the minor key. . 

Hemmed in, repressed, the victim of savage hatred, and the 
accumulative effect of greater hardship and a special kirid of · en
vironment, produced certain superficial modifications in the negro 
that are different from the white. These differences must be care
fully noted. The great mass of undeveloped negroes regard white 
people with ~istrust .and fe~r. The ·~rst ~pproach. to the psy~hology 
of the negro IS to disarm him of thts mtstrust duected ·against hts 
w.hite fellow-workers, and then to win him with sympathetic. under
standing df his shortcomings· and his needs by appealing through 
his racial, national and religious emotions. · 

A COLD INFERNO 
BY 0. VI. KUUSINEN 

T
HE result of the recent elections in Fi.nland may be charac
terised as an expression of general dissatisfaction. On the 
one hand the· dissatisfaction of the revolutionary prole
tariat, assumed the form of an energetic revival of the 
young Workers' Party .. On the other hand the reactionary 

dissatisfaction of the bourgeois voters expressed itself in two fonns 
-in the general decrease in the number of voters and in the consider-
able loss of the " progressive " Centre. -

The revolutionary dissatisfaction of the· workers can be under
stood. But the p,s;llitical discouragement of the bourgeois eleme~ts 
and their reactionary dissatisfaction with the Centre Party, which 
has, in -fact, always pursued a reactionary policy, can only be under
stood in the light of the_present situation of capitalism in Finland 
and its dark perspectives. · 

The experience of the last four years shows that· the Finnish 
bourgeoisie is-not capable of creating a regime for itself with which 
it could ·be satisfied. During this period it has enjoyed compl~te 
freedom, and absolute national independence in. its most ideal form. 
What was still lacking? One might have thought that the longed-for ·, 
paradise had- been realised. . 

But in ·reality it is something altogether diff~rent--even in the 
opinion of many good patriots. -

In the old Finnish popular epic, which is generally sung in 
Karelia,: it is recounted that there were two independent Finnish 
E-mpires--the -beautiful sunny " Kalevala , (Karyala), where the 
good heroes live; and the Northern" Pohyola," the Empire of Dark
ness. This Northern Infernal Kingdom, contrary to the well-heated 
hell of the Bible, was absolute! y cold; even the waterfalls there were 
frozen, the floating swans were of hoar-frost, and the bounding hares 
were made of ice. The high personages of Pohyola were professional 
robbers of the first water. Their real chieftain at home, as well as on 
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the. robbery expeditions, was not the legal .master of . Pohyola, who 
was a smcill good-for-nothing boaster, but rather .. his :wife. Louhi~ 

. This._feminine.Sat~- was_ in- reality a _barbarian-dragon, and not a 
polite diplo~at .. -Once s~e robbe~ no~hing more nor less tpan tl}.e 
sun from Ka.levala, and :htd the thtng tn the caverns of a mountatn 
range in ·Pohyola. ~ Another time she· robbed the magic mill of the 
poor ~P.lt! of Kalevala. . . · . . · . · • · ·. • . .. 

This mtll was a very practical apparatus for productton. T:he · 
- tal~nted hero-smith, the engineer· Ilmar.inen,. had constructed it and 

brought it to completion with the help ·of many slaves. _ The mill pro
du~d everything· that was neceSsary· for the primitive commune of 

· Kal~vala of that day-on the ·fi.rst day it produced all the fOod, on. 
the second day all the objects that were for sale or for exportation, 
and on the third day the luxuries for festivals and banquets. Suc:;h a 
maChine in the ·hands of the inhabitants of Kalevala gave the ·envious . 
Louhl no. rest. . She came at night at the head of the white bandits 
and. robbed the mill. · · · 

· But what could this barbarian society do with this inven
tion of a highly developed technique? ·Nothing more than can be 
ex~ted from the representatives of greed and envy-the valuable 
machine was buried deep in the earth in the stony hills of Pohyola. 
Thus the apparatus lay there unused. No one had any use from it 
or anx joy. There are such devijs t . ' . c 

The old Karelian minstrels were not bad prophets. The indus-
trial apparatus for production does not thrive 1n Finland .. As much 
as. it is in operation, it brings very little use now to the exploiters, 
.~d·not the lea?t joy to the slaves. It is not a large apparatu.s, but 
1t could have been 1mpr9ved and perfected. The process of tndus~ 
trialisation is still in its first stage in the <:ountry, and is by 1far not· as 
yet advanced as, for instance, in Sweden. Indeed, the natural con
ditions are very bad. The climate is cold, the soil poor and 
uneven, for the most part either oovered with boulders or broken up . 
by extensive swamps. Although 65 per cent. of the population can 
be considered as being engaged in agriculture, the people are not 
capable of living on the bread which they themselves produce. 'About 
half· of the necessary grain for making bread must be imported 
from outside in normal times. Even most of. the agricultural pro
ducers (almost all the small peasants and smallleasers) are forced to 
buy a part of the grain for making bread. Cattle raising and dairy · 
activities are in a better ~ation; nevertheless, they are very back
ward in compacison with those· of Den~ark. A large part 'of the 
pastures is bad, and the natural meadows are not very :fertile. In··-......._ .. 
Finland there is no iron 1n the ground, and just as little ore, with it:~- --
significant exceptions; nor is there any coal, nor any large stretchefi 
of forest. Extensive saw-mills and a centralised paper industry 
have developed as a result of the wood supply. Other branches of 
industry, such as metallurgy and machine building,. textile and. 
leather work, tobacco and food industry are very -weak. _:· · 

· Of the entire population (about three and a half millions;·}ieven 
persons on the average to every square kilometre) about half qelong 
to the group ·of country proletariat or semi-proletariat . Among. these 
there are about· 100;000 servants, about 65,000 .. so-called .-lease 
households .(cottagers, small leasers), about 125,()()(j households on 
shorter leases,. and still another similar. large group of shifting prole
tarian population living in the country. There are about ~,000 ,to 
go,OQO· independent : SD;lall peasa~ts,. 20,o0o.. t~ 30,000 : : mid~le 

c 
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peasant~, and 2,000 to 3,000 large· peasants and l~rge ·I~_ndo\vner~.; 
The entire number of wage workers tn .constant serviCe of .1ndustryts_ 
not Ii1ore than 125,ooo-1 50,000, not counting the manual labourers 
with their ·apprentices (3,ooo-s,ooo), as well as vari<?US cat~goties of· 
sea~nal work~rs. · · ,· . ~ · · · ' : 

As everyone can deduce ·from these figure.~, capitalist1:~ey~lop- ~ 
ment in .Finland has advanced the oproletariani~ation of the peasant 
population much further than it could have. 'beeq~ done: by) 
industry. The emig-ration ?f country proletariat .and sm~~- ~asa~ts,_ 
which before the war was. a yearly . symptom of proletat:.tantsattoil,. 
has now been made entirely .impossible. Th~ relatively me3:~re sec-:. 
tion of the wage workers in the fullest s~se qf the w<;>rd, those: who. 
are occupied with the mo-st modern labour improvements, cannot, of 
col.\,rse, nourish a large section of the idlers with the surplus value 
which it creates, nor can it support a large government_· appat:atus. · 
The ex.~nses of the capitalist class-rule in Finland, howeVer, is rel~
tively l~g~. Under Russian rule, L'le government e~penditure was 
much less than now. The government bure3:ucracy IS saddled. for 
iRstanc~, with an e~pensive foreign representation and ·a p61itical 
police system. The·country has to sul?port an army now, which swal~ 
lows up a quarte~ of Jhe yearly nahonal budget. Fur~hermore, it . 
maintains a white gua:rdist organisation, which cau;;es very high 
expenses. The State debts, which in the year 1917 still amounted 
only to one hundred and seventy million marks, have risen sin~e.then 

· to about two billion (if we reckon the gold value of t~e f<>r:mer debts, 
for which interest -must be paid according to this gold v~l~e, the 
entire ·SUID must be reckoned at 31-4 pillion Finnish marks, according. 
to the present deprecia~ed value). 

The'' in'depe11dence ''will cost Finland still dearer because of the 
loss of the Russian markets. · Finland received _c~eap grain and much' 
raw material from Russia formerly; and as this is now importedl from 
elsewhere, the cost of production for the Finnish indus~ry is much 
greater now. The entire paper production of Finland ~as sold in 
Russia, and a large machine industry could be built ·up· only with 
Russian orders as a basis. Finland's industry can find a substitute 
for these markets.- only with the greatest difficulty. The Finnish 
machine construction -is no~ ~apable of competit~on with the German 
or the Swed,ish. · The textile· industry still less. · The great d~precia
tion of the national currency has served as a temporary .. aid .to the. 
Finnish paper industry in its search _for possibilities of exploitatipn .. · 
Only this"· advantage" has saved Finnis·h capitalism·from ath!:eat
enin~ catastrophe in the past year. The capitalists ·were able to 'sell 
constderable st9res of timber-goods at a favourable rate, so that the .. 
equilibrium of the trade balance was reached. The. s~e Was chiefly· ·· 
to England, where not. only_ the currency stands relatively high; 
but where the prices for timber-goods are much higher .than before· 
the ·war~ · _. 

T·h~ saw-mill industry is naturally very primitive as a" mode of 
production,'' ·and" not very productive as· regards national ecooomy~ 
It is: true that it provides the raw material for· the furniture ·industry 
and for construction. In Finland ·a systematic destruction of woods 
has been· carried on by ttu~ lumber capitalists. in South· and· Middle· 
Finland,_whid~ have. ~tt~~ tr~nsport fa~iliti~s; th~ yearly estim~te is 
re:c~~~ at many mtllron cub1c c~rds: · · A-q. Increase <>f the export-to 
England ,..or to- any·-other country·.is ~hardly ·possible·· ~o'· ~y· great 

I 
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degr~ ... The same holds true ofthe present export of Finnish paper 
and Finnish butter. . . . . . . : 

In•· the export· of paper and timber. goods, Finn·ish. capitalism 
has Sweden as. its nearest competitor; in the butter export it 
must compete with Denmark. The low currency . makes th1~ com
petition easy for Finland for the time being .. :It even makes it 
possible for the moment to export to these neighbouring countries a· 
few articles of sue~ a nature as could not have been sold there before~ 

In this way it was possible for.Finnish capitalism to balance the 
~or~ig~ trade_ exchange and t? _stop the dep~eciation·of money. A 
hmttatlon of Imports and a rats1ng of the tariff walls have. helped to 
achieve this end. The many attempts of the government to secure a 
new foreign loan through the graces of the Entente, in order to 
stabilise the currency and to conso~idate uncertain debts, have failed 
regularly in the last years. The English Government will not risk a 
pound more to stabilise Finnish capitalism. Either the risk appears 
too great, or the stabilisation has gone ahead far enough from the 
point of view of the English interests. · 

The uncertainty of the currency is :hindering the industrial de
velopment as much as it is hindered by the limitation of _the export 
market and the increase in the cost of productions. Besides that the 
large unproductive expenditure of tne government, as well asthe_ 
municipalities, have made it necessary for the industrial profits to be· 
burdened with taxes .. The sacred agrarian exploitation interests have 
asserted themselves with more success in the matter of taxation than 
the attempts to protect the industrial profits. 

As a result of all these phenomena, there ha.s been a depressed 
situation, and even .a direct retrogression, for many branches of 
industry. This can be seen in the constant increase of creditors', 
protests, 'a:nd in the decrease in the value of industrial shares. The 
crisis weighs .most heavily upon the machine industry. On th~ other 
hand, the situation is better for the most backward branch of 
capitalis-m, for the stockbrokers, and, of course, also, for the banks 
and the big trade speculators. The big landowners and most of the 
richer peasants are also quite satisfied with the -high price of butter, 
and they should also like to see the government change politically 
even more completely than until now, and become a regular refrigera-
tion plant.· · · 

Soviet Russia has also bought a supply of paper ana fuel-wood 
fro~ Fi.nland .. T~is also enab_led Fin~arid to protect its mark from~." 
f alhng la~t year. Commercial relations between the -two· c9un- . '· · 
tries could not ·be taken Up on a great scale. It is also probable that 
Finnis_h capitalism has let -slip- the best ·season. f~r the .resumption · 
of commercial relations with ·Russia; the revival of the internal Rus-

.. sian industry which has begun, indicates that. All the negotiations 
for the ~sumption of com·mercial relations have fai~ed, principally . 
on account of the contradiction within ~the ·ranks of the 1·uling class 
in F.inland. ·A large part wanted it, another .part opp(!>sed it·t @nd 
the largest part wanted it and opposed it at the same tim!. :. It 
circled around the attractive Russian·· market, as the cat qircles 
around the ·hot food. h felt with· ~its paw: carefu~ly 'and burned 
itself, like the .t~st of the p~per cap}talist~, which. collapsed .upon 
tqe .tir~t commercial venture w.1th Russla. Th1s -~ndeod~d part ·~f the 
~p1talist class came to. have. the uncertatp_. feebng· tP,~~ .~~ 
R.ussian market was too intiammable for such sensitive material$ ·as .. . - . '". . ' . .. ... .. . ~ . ~ . - -
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paper, wood, butter. Thereafter, it .ran in its blind rage here and 
there, and took a taste-yesterday in Esthonia, to..day in Olonetz, 
to-morrow in North Karelia. But ea:ch time it turned out to be even a 
worse commercial venture;· and insult and shame into the· bargain. 

In Kalevala they also recount about an artful srouridrel,· JoUka
stabilise the valuta and to consolidate the upcerfain debts; have failed 
hainen, who wanted to murder the powerful demi-god Wainomoirien, 
and shot at him from ambush with· his bow. The arrow missed its 
aim, and Wainomoinen, instead of striking him down·, forced ~im 
by means of his magic song deeper and deeper into the swamp, up 
to the lips. The scou·ndrel could continue to live-. he was liberated' 
-but what shame . . . ! · · 

That this land is an inferno for its workers is a fact universally 
known. 

The offensive of decaying capital again~t -the wages of the 
workers is being carried on openly, with the help of the police, the 
political gendarmes, and the white guardists, who have l:>een let 
loose. If a strike of the saw-mill worke-rs breaks out in North. 
Finland, for instance, the President of the General Trade ·Union 
Central Organisation is arrested in Helsingfors (as was the. case 

·recently), and if he is elected to the national parliament~ he is simply 
accuse~ of high treason, and ~lm_ost certa~ly sentenced fot it. 

In no country in the world does the culture of high treason stand 
so high as .in Finland. Very naturally. No one who knoW$ the pre
sent housing conditions of the Helsingfors workers (after the last 
eviction) will not be astonished over it. Even the most loyal citizen, 
the very Minister of the Interior .himself, would have acquired ~n 
appetite for government treason in the course.of a single week which 
he would have passed in such a dwelling. These. sort of appetites 
germinate in· the dirt of a deep cellar as under the open sky, in the 
woods, and on the roadside. _ . · . .. · 

But the hundreds of thousands of traitorous proletarians in Fin
land have no weapons in their hands. · For this reason the process of 
econom-ic disintegration and political decay must advance still fur• 
ther for the present. A dissatisfaction is spreading .among the semi
pr~leta~ian, petty bourgeois, and small pe~ant secti<?ns of the popu~ 
labon, til deed even among the lower and mtddle offictaldom, ·and' the 
private employees. This dissatisfaction is, indeed, of another kind 
from that of the- proletariat. It does not possess the same con~cious 
character of high treason .. It- is well behave_c.i, .. loyal, pa.triotic, ·at 
times reactiona~;y, al·ways innocent and unconscious of ..its high 
treason. ·It is easily frightened away, and is open to bribe~;y. -This . 
is also a virtuous dissatisfaction, at least up. to- the. decisive- hour. 
In reality, it is only a symptom·, a sign of the disorganisation of the 

. ·capitalist ,class rule .. 
Other-·symptoms..-.of ·it are coming up to the surface of bour

geois P?litics .. A reactio~ary government h3:s difficulties with a .loyal 
opposttlotr of the Centre, a- government of ·-the· .Centr-e, wt-th- a 
~imila( Joyal · ,9pposition of the extreme RighJt, -and a -coalition 
government drives·· the ·voters·into the opposition. One· party-hopes 
for su-pport ~d money from England,··another makes agreements 
with ·Poland and France, a third ·seeks adventures in co-:operation 
with Ludend.orff and Co. And ·the smaller ·the gain;. the larger the 
friction· among· the exploiters, · 

' 
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The force of the proletarian revolution is still enchained in Fin
land, as- the sun was' imprisoned ·in··Pohyola.'· 'The· .. &,m had to be 
liberated in the end. -It was too glowing:an element for-its surround
i~gs. ··Things went worse with the magic mill. In the struggle. for 
its liberation, .it was destroyed. It is a pity about the beautiful mill. 

The Revolutionary Nation
alist Movement. in S. China 

BY H. MARING 

C 
liiNA to-.day presents on the ·whole a picture of utter 

.. confusion. Fat off. in the .interior· of the country the 
·Chinese revolution appears to. have· wrought. no altera
tions in. either the political or economic field. The 

· peasantry, making up the overwhelming mass of the 
population, _is faking no part in't~e ··polit~cal.·l~e of the ~ou~try, 
and there 1s no development noticeable 1n the,1r economtc Inter
relations. The ancient property attd family relations still prevail 
t~day in the village· community which presents a self-sufficient 
economic entity satisfying all its own wants, and entirely isolated 
from the outside capitalist world.· ·There are lno . sharp economic 
contrasts among· the peasants, whose lives have not been affected 
by tlie development of· capitalism in the industrial centres along 
the coast. These industrial centres have been the arena of mutual 
conflict among the various foreign Powers in ·their search for invest
ments for their capital and of markf!ts for their manufactures. 
The· forces 'of economic imperialism have been undermining. China 
since the time of the Manchus, and ~he European Powers,, as well 
as Japan and,· to a lesser extent, also the United States, ·saw to it 
·that· this process should go on after the formation of the ·republic. 
·The perennial civil wars in· China have been largely fostered·' by 
"foreign capital acting through· the agency· of venal generals and 
politicians. The· foreign loans supplying the means for carrying 
on these·wars have been contracted On: such terms as to reduce the 
indepen4ence of China to almost nothing. 'Japan having taken 
advantage. of the world war~· and as the .European Powers were 
too involved to interfere ·with her activitjes in the Orient; managed 
to·,greatly ·extend ·~r influence upon the political-and econo1nic· life 
of China. · · · . 

In his book on· Economic lmjtrialisnt, Leonard Woolf sum
marises the-·px:esent day situation iri China as· follows: " Civil.wars 
have beco.t;ne epidemic in China. Her government is hopelessly 
corrupt, <ind ··her finances are .in ·a chaotic condition; large portions 
of Chinese territory ·are occupied by foreign "'troops and all the 
Government's income is pledge'd ·in payment· of interests on foreign 
loams which brought the country very little or no'benefit, but caused 
her, on the contrary, an untold amount of harm. By the· systematic 
practice of fraud . and violence fore.igners got hold of her means of 
transportation and of a large portion of her mineral resources.'~ 

The· post~revolutionary period of development "following the 
overthrow of the Manchus ha·s lasted for over· ten years now. In 



1911. the .. nationalistic intell~ct~als, assisted pytheir. friends._in th~ 
army, succeeqed in developing sufficient strength {or the ov~rthrow 
.of the .~Ianchus, but owing . to the l~k of class organisations this 
political revolution was given no. solid or definite content. No 
sooner had· the revolution broken out than the capitalist Powers of 
Europe were at work thwarting all effo~ts to consolidate and 
centralise the country ·under the leadership of the Southern radical~,
who had been instrumental iJ): the overthrow of the l\1anchu dynasty . 
. Thar;aks to the machinations of these foreign Powers, the leadership 
in ·the~·tevol'ution got .into the hands of the Northern'·: general, Yuan
shi-kai, who served at the same time as the tool of foreign imperial 
·intere~ts. Instead of. applyin:g the. financial means placed at bis 
disposal by foreign capitalists for the develop~ent of the country's 
economic resources, Yuan-shi-kai used these means· to fight the 
Southerners. Sun-yat-sen was nominated as the first president of 
the republic, and .he was anxious to bring about the unification· ,of 
Chin~, in opposition to the foreign powers and . Yuan-shi-kai. 
Eventually the nomination ·of Sun-yat-sen was. withdrawn. The 
consequences of this were that Yuan-shi-ka·i,.;having grad~al~y.pver
come the resistance of the· South, shoved· aside ~he elected pcu-l.ia- . 
nient and" the constitution as Well. Tlie first" conquests of the.·reyolQ
tion were gradually reduced to nau·ght, ·arid ··it beeaine ~more and 
more evident that Yuan-shi-kai was aiming ·to restore the monarchy 
and to secure the throne for his own family. · · · .. ,_ 

He_carried on his ftght ~gainst_ "the Southern revolutionaries. f.ifl 
their Party was dissolved, and its leaders were forced to· flee 
abroad. Only after the death of Yuan-shi-kai ·did the leaders 
return home and begin ·to rally their nationalist revolutiomuy forces. 
Naturally, Sun-yat-sen and his friends began by concentrating in 
the South, where they still found a 'great number of adherents. 
The overthrow of the Manchus and the further course of e·vents in 
China, under the rule of Yuan-shi-kai, served to . weaken the 
nationalist movement among the intellectuals. While "prior' to the 
revolution the .intelkctuals could always be rallied · around the 
slogans : '' Down with the Manchus,'' it became rather difficult to 
arouse them to action for any common cause after the overthrow 
of the Manchus was accomphshed. This was due, firstly, to the 
inveterate antagonism between the North and South and, Secondly, 
to the varying effects of different foreign influences upon the minds 
of the intellectuals giving rise to diverse view-points.- The same 
divergence of opinion prevailed also among the bourgeois elements. 
Chinese 'intellectuals usually get their education in the various 
countries of Europe, in Japan, or in the United States. With- the 
excepti?il of those educated in J a;Pan, .the intellectuals are as a 
rule dtsposecl to -favour that parttcular country w-here they ha.d 
received their' education. This process of influencing the minds of 
the intellectuals in favour of this or that particular country usually 
begins to· operattt in the early years of the Chinese youth through· 
the agericy of the ~issionary schools. 

Th_e Chinese capitalists, on the other hand, associating with 
f?reig~ firms . and la!In~ing out upon new enterprises in con junc
tion wtt~ fo~tgn "capttahsts, are. ~aturally also ver;: strong_ly. swayed 
by foretgn tnfluences. The dnvtng forces of Chtnese ·nationalism 
are, therefore, not to be found among these bourgeois or .intellec
tual elements, whose minds are under foreign sway, but amopg the 
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numerous Chinese emigrants In foreign colonies comtng chiefly 
from the southern~ proviru:~. 

The- war·years enhanced the development of modem industry· in 
China,· ·and many new industrial establishments were opened by 
Chinese, but almosl always in conjunction ·with Se>me foreigners. 
·The Ghinese emigrants -jn European colonies; ho\vever, · were~ in ·an 
·altogether different position. The war offered them .the opportunity 
: of accumulating. big amount.s o.f capital which they i~vested- mostly 

_in banks, plantations,. and industrial undertakings,· acting on ,their 
own behalf and.·establishing their own connections: abroad through 
. .the medium .. of .. European concerns and banks ·in the. colonies . 
. These native capitalists have not. yet· brought themselves· to ·plate 
their large. accumulations at the dispos·ai ·of their mother country 
in order to help build up her ecGnomic resources, on account of 
the conditions of dvil war: and foreign intrigues, render,ing .the 
situation in the country so· insecure and precarious. But they have 
been interested in things Chinese)· maintaining relations -with their 
.families-. in China and readily supporting the efforts of ·the radical 
intellectuals ofthe.south-:to.~onSGlidate the country and bring abqut 
her'· .independence .. Jt has .always, been the financial assistance of 
these people,_ with whom:.Sun.:.yab·se~ kept up relations through 
-Chinese. seamen andi special agents, cthat fumished the revolution
aries with the necessary means -'for . :earrying on their work. It 
must be emphasised, however, that these big capitalists,. in spite 
of their common aspirations, have remained scattered and disunited,· 
manifesting ·no· common political interests and taking no active 
.part in the life ·of the Party. As a matter of fact, there could be 
no accord between. these big capitalists mercilessly exploiting native 
labour in the colonies and the radical intellectuals at the hand . of 
the nationalist movement. · · . 
. It w·ill not be out of place .in this connection ·to characterise these 
.leaders of the nationalist movement~ They are almost· all ·under 
~the influence of socialist ·ideas picked up duririg their studies in 
Japan, France. or ·A·merica, and they are inclined to associate the 
doctrines of modem socialism w.ith 'the teachings of ancient Chinese 
:philosophy. Immediately after the Chinese revolution Sun-yat-sen 
.stated In an article in " Le M ove1nent Syndicalist " that the revo
lutionary nationalists were .striving to inaugurate the Socialist 
mode of proquction ·in. China. · He reiterated this statement and 
in his work on the ec(}noinic development of. China, published 
jn I 92 I, he made his view-point ' ·more definite by stating that 
China was going to enter the stage of· State capitalism leading to 
the 'in~uguration of sociali~t production. 
: _ It is evident that such a programme did not accord with the 

interests and aspirations of the owners of large capital, who were 
giving the Party of Sun-yat-sen their financial support. The pro
paganda carried on· by Sun-yat-sen had therefore to be directed 
mainly towards the· petty-bourgeois, the artisans, the. working men, 
and the soldiers of his army. The programme· of. the Sun-yat-sen 
,Party, which was, in essence, lik~ that of qne of the -undergroupd 
_groups that had brought c,tbout the overthrow of ~he Manchus~. did 
not reveal· the- economic goal aimed ~t by_ the leaders. On the 
~hole, the programme was drawn. up in such a manner as to m_ake 
It possible .for very different groups of the Chinese population to 
join the Party. The only three slogans for which the programme 
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declared~itself were: (1) Unity :and· independence;· (2} a den.to
cratic republic, and (3) a decent living rfor· all. For a _long time 
conditions were such as .. to f9rce the Party to carry on i~ :work 
illegally, and only the conquest 9f the province of Kha.Iltung. i1:1 
1920 enabled the Party to conduct its activities undisturbed within 
that province. Engaged in military preparations foe the: overthrow 
of the Peking government, the Party haq no. opportu~ity ~f d~~
cussing problems of tactics or . of elaborating 1ts progr~~~ ~ 

The Party's weakest point has._ all the time been . that, ... acting 
under the constraint of the foreign Powers, it. never put any vigour 
or energy .into its propaganda. Sun-yat-sen and his friends 
realised well enough that, following the overthrow of the Manchus,· 
all revolutionary-nationalist pr-opaganda .would necessarily have· to 
be directed against the ever-increasing encroachments of foreign 
imperialists. But in spite o.f all. the lessons that might have been.,.· 
learned from the entire cou~:se of the post-revolutionary events up 
to the present time, namely,. that there were others besides C:::hinese 
responsible for the shaping of Chi~ese, they still naively cherish 
the vain hope of being able to eventually accomplish the recon- , ~. 
struction without the inter"f~rel)ce of foreigners, provided- they·qb-; ~--·· 
not antagonise the latter by hostile propaganda. . · . . : 

Owing to the fact that the classes in Chiriese society have not 
yet sufficiently differentiated themselves, the southern leaders ·are: 
likewise led to resort to the army, seeking to achieve their aims 
mainly by military means.· But- in as far as their propaganda ··has 
been ·making its appeals to the masses, it has been of a more or 
les~ socialistic nat~re, which it had~ netessary to be if·~t were to 
erihst the sympathtes of the workers, the artisans and even of the 
petty-bourgeoisie. It is peculiar that the bourgeoisie· belonging to 
the Kuomintang did not object to such propaganda. 

The great popularity of Sun-yat-sen among the· artisans a·nd 
working men of Southern ·China has come to light ·after the con
quest of the province of Kwantung by General· Chen-chun.:.Ming's 
troops, when the southern republic was formed, wheDt the Chinese 
parliament was convened ·at Canton, and Sun-yat-sen was elected 
presid~nt of the repub.Iic. E~rer since that time the lea~ers. of 
Kuomtntang were lendtng their support to ·Labour organisations 
and rendered assistance to different strikes, thereby -extending 
their influence among the workers. The trade union ·movement in 
the Kwantung province has reached a high stage of development. 
As a rule, the growth of ·militant Labour organisations, even in the 
industrsial centres of China is still being hampered by the ancient 
forms of organisation, namely, the guilds. The"·~workers of.- the 
large ·Shanghai factories, for example, still have their orga:nisations. 
divided into provincial units according to the respective provinces 
to which they ·belong. Even the strike movements, in which the 
workers of different provinces are compelled to act together against 
their common employer, seldom 'lead to the ·formation of · trade 
unions of the :modem type. · . . 

In the South~ however, conditions have been ·much more favour-
aQle. There the sailors; metal . workers, and brewery workers 

already ·have their trade unions organised on the modern· basis, and 
since 1920 these workers have frequently carried out successful 
strikes for- the :improvement of conditions. · The Kuom~ntang 
leaders supported the striking workers also in such cases· ~vhen· the 
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strikes .. were directed: against' Chinese employers. This· p<)licy was 
being pursued; not ·only .by Sun-yat-sen, and· his friendsr but also 
by-l~h~un.,.~ing;_ :who--l~ter became .the enemy _o~ Sun-yat-seQ. 
Protesting aga1nst this pobcy of favonng the working people the 
bourgeoisie threatened. to resort to the· weapon -of the- general-lock-
out. , · . -· 

The-leaders of the Kuomintang have been. favouring the _newly-· 
formed LabOur org~~sations in -many otherways, ·.as .well. ·- · ~ the 

-department of 'education ·of the provtilce of · K wantung the Chinese 
Communist,. Chen~ Tu-chu, former professor of the Peking Univer;. 
s~ty, was pu~ in charge of the ~rgan:isation of educational i~sti.tu
ttons. Dunng four years th1s- comrade has been pubhshtng 
The You/It;: a· periodical whose influence among the young intellec
tuals was very- ·considerable. Trhis periodical carried on straight
forward· Communist ·propaganda, .systematically waking the ·sym
patby of its·· readers for Soviet Russia and for the Russian revolu
tion. It was due to the interest aroused- by this periodical that 
groups. of· -intellectuals in various sections of the country began ·to 
unite for the study of social questions. During his stay at Canton 
Chen-T u-chu succeeded in getting the administration of the province 
to open a sohool for the training of· propagandists. In • the evening 
courses opened in this school, many a worker received the necessary 
training for trade union activity. ·Such a policy as this carried 
on under Chen-chun-Ming· was possible only because the bourgeois 
.elements within the Party have not yet reached their political 
maturity. · , ·· · · 

Ghen-chun-Ming was thus in absolute agreement with Sun-yat
sen regarding economic policy, but_ with reference to the political 
course to be followed, the disagreements between them gradually 
assumed such proportions that these two most prominent leaders of-
-the ;Party became enemies. .Chen-chun-Ming had even been plan
ning to introduce State capitalism in the province of Kwantung 
and took steps. to hi-nuer the development of private capital in the 
province: With that end in view·· he ·furthered the growth of 
Labour organisations, and-- declared himself in favour of having 
socialist' propaganda carried on among , the workers. But as soon. 
as he became .governor of the Kwantung province his political atti
tude changed. At the time of his being. general of the revo1ution
ary army at Fukien, Chen-chun-Ming did not differ in his view~ 
from Sun-yat-sen, though ·the latter was more radical -and more 
determined to act. The conquest of Kwantung was taken up:by, 
Chen-chun-Min-g only after Sun-yat-sen had urged him to do'~so. 
Following this event, however, Chen-chun-Ming wished to _go on~
further. He had to· be pressed upon to ·accomplish· the .. conquest 
of K wantung in order to get the revolutionaries of the provinces 
of Yunan, Kwaitchou, ·Human and Sechuan into·touch with Canton. 
But in proportion as the . plans . for a military campaign against 
the South began to . mature and Sun-yat-sen started to recruit 'his 
troops in the_ province of Kwailing, preparing to march towards 
Human, 'the breach -between him and Chen-chun-Ming became more 
and more apparent."' Almost all the leaders of the Kuomintang sided 
with Sun-yat-sen, but Chen-chun-Ming. declined to withdraw- from 
the governorship of K wantung, and assumed the command of the 
expeditionary Jroops. He declared in opposition: to the centralisa
tion· of China and in favour of the policy of decentralisation 
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adop~e<i by . the. n?rthern . T·uchun, \yu-Pei-Fu. -As a· ma~ter .of 
course, all provtnctal governors are tn favour .of decentrah,satlon 
which leaves thern the possibility of exercising dictatorial power in 
their respective provinces. While Sun-yat-sen: adopted the:.idea 
of Party dictatorship, aiming at the· centralisation ·of-· China. and 
the realisation of his economic reforms, Chen-ch1:1n-Ming came out 
against dictatorship in any fonp.. and in f~vour of. .democratic . 
government, while at the same time exerqising .individual. dictator
ship in his.own province. Sun-yat-5en h~sitated a long .time before 

. he made .up his mind to break with Chen-chun-Ming. ·.For this 
break meant losing .Chen-chun-M~ng's troops, .i.e., the best part 
or the Sotithe.m ar·my. The assistance from the other provinces was· 
very inagequate, the ~roops gathe~ed at Kwailing ·were a con- · 
glomerate. of men commg from vanous parts of the country, and 
fights between individual soldiers from differel)t provinces .were 
matters of daily occurrence. The ~quipment was very p<>Qr; some 
of the ammuqition belonging to the 'eighties of last century .. ' No 
financia~ assistance having come fro~ the other P.rovill:Cf!S, the. entire 
undertaking was to be financed by Kwantl.lng; Sun.:-yat-sen and 
his friends carried. on political ·propaganda among t~he officers, but 
the old g~nerals frequently forbade the younger officers to carry on 
propaganda.· a~ong the soldiers. It was -ev:ident_ that the troops 
at Kwailing _were no match for Wu-Pei-Fu's army, even taking 
into consideration the few divisions which Sun-yat-sen could have 
had at his disposal in H!unan. The orders sent by Sun-yat-sen 
to Canton calling upon Chen-chun-Ming to come to Kwailing were 
laid aside unheeded. At the .same time the .foremost councillor. 
of Chen-chun-Ming was assassinated at Canton, which widened 
the breach between ihim· and Sun-yat-sen still more. It was. about 
the same time-, ·too, that the strained relations between Chang-Tso
Lin and Wu-Pei-Fu reached an acute state. and war broke out 
between these two high Tuchuns. Chang-Tso-Lin· then· declared 
his readiness to assist the southerners in their fight against Wu
Pei-Fu. In this connection Wu, the ~1inister for Foreign .. Affairs, 
ma-de a journey to· Canton, and an open alliance was· -concluded 
between Chang-Tso-Lin and Sun-yat-sen. · No~, Chang-Tso-Lin 
never was in sympathy with the southern revolutionaries. . Beil)g the 
tool of Japan, he naturally could not sympathise. witb . the. revo
lutionary and nationalist aspirations of the Kuomintang: · T·his 
alliance, which must be attributed merely to the military weakness 
of Sun-yat-sen, was ·a kind of st~kin.g on the chance that -the two 
northern rivals were going to fight on to their mutual destruction, 
whereby the leaders of the Kuomintang hoped to~gain the. oppOr
tunity of realising their southern aspirations. There has ·been no -
controversy in Party circles on the subject of· this alliance, as 
Sun-yat-sen had been invested by Parliam:ent and by the Party 
leadership with dictatorial powers for the time :Of the militarv 
expedition. Neither did Chen-chun-Ming make any objection to 
this.alliance. At the.same time, however, he began to form secret 
~onnections·. with Wu-Pei-Fu. Then Sun-yat-sen, having arrived 
at Canton·, .dismissed Chen..chun-Ming from his post of governor, 
replacing h~ by the old revolutionary Wu-Tai-Tang. Whereupon 
C:hen-ch,un-M.i,ng opened 'hostilities against Sun-yat-sen, . who, 
having been. besieged in the. Foreign Office, was forced to seek 
safety in flight. Chen-<hun-Ming t-hen dissolved the southern 
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government, and declared his adherence to the. politic~ platform 
of Wu-Pei-Fu, involving decentralisation of ~e government and 
extens1ve provincial autoQOmy. The fight between .Chang-Tso-Lin 
and Wu-Pei-fu, as is known, ended in the ,victory pf the latter. 
Chang-Tso-Lin. retired to Manchuria, and.the- J>eking government 
got- into the hands of Wu-Pei-Fu. In the south the· fight between 
Suri-yat-Sen and Chen-chun-~1ing is still going on. • From the·point 

.of VIeW of ·military Strength, the advantage is undoubtedly ·on the 
·side of Chen-chun-Ming, but the old leaders of th<tPatty stan.d by 
Sun-yat-sen. . · . . . · .... :. . · 

The seamen's big strike in. Southern China; which took place 
last J anua:cy, stands o~t as characteristic of the connection between 
. the revolutjonary-nationalist movement an.s;l. the -modePl .Labour 
movement . which is now in: the process ·:of. development. At·· the 
beginning· this strike was of. an economic nature, a_iming at a :.rise 

·in wages for seamen sailing .along the co~st- and in the Indian 
. Archipelago. . Very soon, however, they w:ere joined by their. fellow-
seamen of the open sea, who came ·ouf in a sympathet~c- strike, 
thus demortstrating the great feeling of working-class . solidarity 
·prevailing -among the seamen, and making the strike -an· event of 
great moment. The port of Hong Kong .rapidly became ~rowded 
with steamers left by their Chinese crews. Only the Japanese, 
with their non-Chinese crews, were able to: keep up regular service 
to a limited extent. When the ·large shipJ>ing companies made an 
attempt ·to man their ships ·with sailors from the north and .from 
the Philippine and Malay islands, the Hong Kong dock .workers 
stopped work. The British authorities naturally t09k up the cause 
of thfl shipping. companies, forbidding the Strike Committee to 
carry on its act~I'Vity in Hong Kong. This forced the leaders of 
the seamen to ·remove their headquarters to Canton, ··where thel 
wer~ heartily welcomed .by the ~-uomintang. The Chinese;: Seamen s 
Un1on at Hong·· Kong· was dissolved, and the economic struggle 
for increased wages was turned into a nationalist strug.gle against 
the British authorities in Hong Kong; The leaders of . the Kuomin
tang kepf in· constant touch with the .strikers, providing· them with 
halls .for meetings and assisting them in every. way. At the same 
time the opportunity of propagating the views of the Kuomintang 
.among the seamen, which thus: presented itself, was by no means 
neglected.· Large processions of ·striking. seamen marched .to the 
graves of those who :had fallen in the revolutionary patties, where 
speeches were delivered by Kuomintang leaders, who exhorted the 
workers to carry on the struggle ·against foreign imperialism. This 
propaganda among the seamen bore very gooc:tresults, so that the 
strikers of Canton, Hong Kong, and Swatow all joined the Party. 
The tactics adopted and carried out by the leaders in this strike 
resembled in every way those of the revolutionary Labour Unions, 
and made a strong impression not only upon the seamen, .but upon 
the workers of other trades as well. In consequence of this suc
cessful strike, the workers of southern China were drawn into 
evf!n greater intimacy with the revolutionary-nationalist movem~nt. 
The ·British authorities at Hong Kong had to submit to the strikers, 
and the Seamen's Union were allowed to resume their agitational 
functions in that city. . 

· The trade unionS of the south are now trying to establish con
nections witli the northern workers and to form a central organisa-
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. tion. In order that the Communists should :be able to· tfcffruitflil 

work in theSe Wlions we: must' s~ to it that thei friendly; relations 
between .us· and the nationalist movement of the 's<>uth are .main:
tained. In China, where the ·proletariat ~is only ju·st beginning lo 
develop, we must carry out the theses· adop_ted by: the :second·:Con
gress in such a inailner as to lend real support ·to· the· revolutionary
nationalists of the s<>uth. It is our duty to further the consOlida
tion of these revolution~ry-nationalist elements and ·try to give .the 
whole movement a -leftward direction. ' . . . . . . : 

· As has been pointed out, the Communist· propaganda duried 
on by some oomrades in China is arousing a lively interest among 
the. young men interested in Socialist doctrines. But ·this .is as 
far as matters have gone till now. With the only exception ·of the 
Young People's organisation at Canton, all young intellectuals, 
including even those who call themselves Marxists, are strongly 
di~indii)ed to carry on any political activity:: In: the; north there 
ar:e only isolated gr~up_s o~ intellectual~ ·trying 'to get·· in: t?uch 
w1th the workers, assisting In the organtsat.Ion of Labour untons·, 
and realising the necessity· of political co-operation with the revo
lutionary-natio~alists. The Young :{>eople's· organisatiOll! at Canton 
has already reached a considerable degree of .development. : -On 
the_ I 5th of January of this year this organisation, in conjunction 
with some work-men's societies,· arranged a Labour demoilstratioo 
in memory of· Rosa Luxemburg and Karl Leibknecht. · This 
Yoting People's organisation has set itself the task of- establishin-g 
close connections with the trade unions·· ~nd to train a corps ·of 
active workers from among th~ Labour unions. · · 

· China is the battle-ground where the great Powers are fighting· 
one another for hegemony on the Pacific. The Washington Con-

. ference did not change the situation i~ its essentials. The -national
ist leaders do not seem to r~alise that ·the Washington Conference 
did not improve China's position~ but has in reality aggravated it. 
The quadruple alliance, aiming to force J apaq out of th~ advi).n
tage~us p<;>sitions seized by her during the war,· is itself going· to 
pursue an imperialist course. ·· For each of these allies .is anxious 
to get as ·big a share as possible in the rich booty which is to be 
had in China. This state of affairs ·determines' the iodination 
amo_ng the leaders. of the· revolutionary movement to co-operate 
with So~iet Russia, and furnish~ th~ op~rtunity for ·the Com-

. munists to carry on important and fruitful work jn accord w.i.th that 
movement. Y - - ' · · 

• 
' .. 



The ;-contradictions.·. of< the 
SoViet· POliCy 1m :BY L~ -TrotS/ey 

N
9 one studying F~ench politics,·eventhose foll<)wing'lt: 
m the c.lose.st detail, need tro.ubl~·to read L~. P'!···'·.u·l .... ~' .. '·e·. • ..• ·. the organ. of the French reformists· and ··soctal patnots. 
The paper offers neither facts nor tdeas, and ·it lS a·ttue 

· reflection of its Party. Its articles are written· ·as , a· 
gener~l rule by _people ~ho;. devo~e at least ~ine-:tenths of ~ir 
attention to questions and affa1rs which have nothmg m com~on With 
Socialism. Some of these gentlemen · are associated - with· the 
socialist movement merely by. old ·habits,· others are merely dis
guintle4 over b~ig~ted· hopes in other SJ?here·s, .and.the third. sedien 
ts assoctated wtth tt for purely careenst motives. There ts not· a: 
hint in the paper of socialist thought which from a single standP<>int 
analyses conditions, estimates contending forces· and draws revolu
tionary deductions. It is written in. a conventional style, represent
ing a jumble of casually memorised passages from the old speeches 
of J aures and Guesdes embellished by the petty culinary talenfOf a 
filthy political kitchen. · ·on readi~g the latest number of the paper, 
it seems to us that we have read it several times before. ·Notwith
standing the fact t!tat among th~ contributors to th~ pape~ are people, 
many of whom enJOY a reputation for cleverness 1n their own way, 
and who understand a thing or two, the paper as a ·whole bears 
as it were a polish of stupidity which, however, is quite expedient 
from the standpoint of the principles that Le Populaire advocates . 

. It is not necessary to read this paper, but to glance thro~gh it 
once in a while will do ~o harm, because in it we find in its purest 
form ~he germ which-. alas !-is infecting quite a number of well
known ~epresenfatives and leaders of the French Communist Party. 
Thus, it is preqsely in the pages of Le Populaire that you will learn 
best to appreciate the reason why all these gentlemen, lawyers, 
journalists and freemason careerists who at labour ·meetings 
masquerade~ as Socialists, attribute so much importance to "· liberty 
of opinion '' to "free criticism " and all other higher values indis
pensably required for the politicians who magnanimously consent 
to make use of the lever of the proletarian organisation,· ·but 
abs.olutely· refuse to . submit" their sublime individuality to its 
disdpli~e. . · _ , · 

- Just now .we· would like to deal with what might be consideroo 
a Classical ani~le ~ritten by M. Leon Blum, the actual leader of the 
dissidents-On the policy of the Russian Communists tow~rds France 
and the French Communist Party. Basing himself on reports in the 
bourgeois press of. M. Heriot's visit to Russia, Leori Blum proceeds 

· to draw condusio~s and make· generalisati~ns which excellently 
reveal, not the policy of. the Russian Communists, but the unpre ... 
cedent~d· col)fuston reigning in the heads not only. of M. ~Blum, but 
the members of his party. Blum states that the Soviet' Government 
offers France "everything or neariy everything"; not .only· the. 
recognition 'of" the pre-war ·debts, but ·even mo~" an. alliance: 
an economic, intellectual, moral and even, if .necessary, political and 
diplomatic alliance:" . Much as M.,.Blum considers,peaceful rela~.ions . 
between · Franee and Russia desirable, he· emphatically.: pr~test$ 
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-in anticipa. ti·o··· n, i .. e.,:. ve.ry .. timely. and.. s.agac. ipus.ly-. aga·i·n.st' :'the\ 
restoration· .. • ....• ~ of the·old Franco-Russian aHiance which ·would be 
directed against Germany .. Nobody~ of. course, doubted, for. a· 
moment that the Party of R.enaudel,; Boncour and Blum :would .be~ 
at .its post as soon as the security of Gennany was endangered by ·a: 
new Franco-Russian alliance. Yesterday's actions. of this party 
are a. sufficient guarantee ·of this I · · ,: 

But is it really proven-you may ask-that~ Soviet Ru_ssia is 
ready to help· capitalist France to strangle Germany? .: J3ut . cap 
there be any doubt about it ? · · ~;'"·:· · .. 
· " M. Heriot was cordially received as an honoured guest, while 
Verfeuil and .his frienqs were expelled from the Communist Pai.ty, 
and the same fate awaits others. M. Poincare· and the French 
capitalists are offered all kinds of alliances, but the adnerents.of 
Tours• are censured for_ not submitting to absolute discipline, and 

" refusing to be absolutely orthodox. Concessions are to be given to 
capitalists while social-:-rev.olutionar.ies are kept in prison." . . · . 
These. words fully embrace the philosophy not only of Bfum, and 
of the expelled Verfeuil, put also of those of his bashful sympathisers 
who remain in.the French Communist Party. · 

But, 1s it not a howling contradiction to cordially receive 
M. Heriot and unce~emoniously expel Verfeuil from the party; to 
grant concessions to capitalists and at the same time -to insist upon 
the carrying out of communist resolutions in their enti~et.t-? It is 
an obvious and monstrous contradiction ! It is quite useless to tell 
Blum that the Council of People's Commissaries and. the Comintem 
are two different institutions; he knows that the leading. Russian 
Communists are members. of the one and the other, and, therefore, he 

. exposes their duplicitY,:: their extreme practical opportunism· which 
goes hand· in hand with an extreme theoretical irresponsibility. · 

Difficult as our position is, we shall still attempt to expl(!.in it. 
We shall endeavour to write as simply as possible, since the·charges 
against us emanate from lawyers, journalists, deputies, freemasons,
i.e., from a most hidebound, narrow-minded and, politically stupid 
crowd. It is necessary, therefore, to . begin with the- plainest facts 
and nail the lies to the counter. 

At the Reno Works two. workers are employed side by side; 
one is a revolutionary, a Communist, the other is a catholic. But 
the Communist submits to the same rules of the factory routine 
as the catholic, executes the orders of the foreman and observes the 
regulations of, the management. Is not the practical ·" oppor
tunism ''of this worker in· monstrous contradiction with his theoretical 
irreconcilanility? Here is a theme to ponder over. We c~nfess that 
to our mind there is no contradiction here, ·the w.orker voluiltarily 
joined the ·communist Pattty; he voluntarily undertook tc> submit to 
its discipline; he uses all the st'rength of his will power and· con
sciousness to make his: .PartY the n1edium for the overthrow. of 
capitalist slavery .. But thrs slavery still exists; th~ Co~mu~i~t is 
compelled· to sell hts labou, power 1n order not to d1e of starvation; 
he must submit to the rules laid down by his exploiters. The_ ·more 
hostile he is to this regime, the mote irreconcilability does·he demand 
of his party. · . _ . · · 

When Manuilsky bought some· tobacco in one of M. :Poincare's 
tobacco stores. he,. a ddega~e of .t~. Com intern,. furnisheg. a definite 

· • At the Tours Congr~ss in i920. the majority of ~e old Fren~Jt . . 
Sdcialist Party joined ·the· lll~ International. · · · . 
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profit ·to· the bourgeois republic and thus defrayed to some exte~t its 
expenditure on militarism. ls not this practical " concession·,','· of 
Man\lilsky: in contradiction with his theoretical irrecon9il~bility ? 
Moreover, if the lady who owns the tobacco store were told that, 
the. gentleman who a moment ago so politely said . ·~ merci, · 
Madame,'' is no other than the Bolshevik Manuilsky, she .would. 
Immediately write an editorial ~o~ the subject <?f:. ''.Why this polite· 
gentleman demanded the expulsion of Verfeu1l from. the Party.~' 

· So far we have qu9ted individual examples. We shall now 
attempt with the utmost. caution--:-bearing in mind th~ character 
of our opponents-to widen the scope of our analysis .. 

In order to issue l' H umanite the rrench ·communist ·Party is. 
forced to buy paper from a capitalist firm and thus facilitate: 
capitalist accumulation. Is not this a monstrous contradiction to the· 
avowed "~£evolutionary aims of the party? We think not. If it were· 
possible .not to submit to the laws of capitalist relations-markef~ 
legislature, international and .other-there would be no neecl for ·a 
proletarian revolution. . · · · 

After these preliminary remarks, we shall pass directly to the 
contradictions which have. aroused the sensitive socialist conscience· 
of M. Blum. The Bolsheviks received M. Heriot as a guest. At the 
same time they voted for Jhe expulsion of Verfeuil from the ·party. 
But M. Heriot was not admitted to the party, nor did he apply for 
membership. He came t9 Russia as an unofficial but authorita~ive 
representative of that settion of the ruling class of France which is 
in favour of resuming normal trade and diplomatic relations with us., 
Vl e did everything in our power to help M. Heriot· gain a most 
accurate knowledge of the true position of the country~ M. Heriot
appeared to us as a possible bourgeois business agent. By way of 
analogy we might compare our negotiatio~s with M. Heriot, a 
prominent political representative of the country which during five 
y~ars .opposed us 'with arms and blockaded us, to the negotiations 
carried on by locked-out workmen with the representatives of 'that 
section of the capitalists ·willing to discuss terms. Such negotiations 
between the workers aQd capitalist magnat_es ar~ only an episo5ie in 
the class struggle, just. as any strike or Jock-out is. But Verfeuil is. 
in our ranks as a member of the party which should maintain unity. 
and discipline under. all conditions, either in civil war or during 
the· respite; during at~ack or retreat; during a strike, a lock-:-o~t,_ 
negotiations or · compromise. . Verfeuil in o1:1r ranks was in the 
position of a strike breaker! He Weakened us from within during ou~ 
struggle ~with the class enemy~ Is there any contradiction in· the· 
workers,· forced to effect a compr9miSe with the capita~ists, ·not 4esi
tatirig to driye ail strilce breaker~ from thei~ rank_s ? The -Russian_ 
workers. carry on negotiations with. the capitalist~ not through 'th~ 
meditim ()f the labour uni9ns ot the party, but through the Soyiet 
Gov~rnment. · This is ~he result of the fact that five years ago the 
Russian ;workers 5eized political power. · . _ . · . 

F~l19wing the. methods of M .. ·Biu'm, we co~ld say of him:·~ 
" Here ·is a Socialist· who obeys the. bell of. the President of. the · 
Ch~ber, Pa_ui P.eret, pays tax~s to the ~apitalis~ 'rep~blic, subn;tits 
to_tts .laws, tts coutts and poltce, and at the same t1me refuses ·to 
obey the bell of' the President 'of the· Comintem~ Zinoviev, ·p~y~·~o 
d~es. to· the f~ht\s of the· Communist lnt'em~tional, and ·violates•its 
rules~ . . · · ... ·- . · · · · · · · · 

B~t iiio !'··We would not.lay·the .. tharge Of i~eonsi~tency agai~st:. 



M~ Blum. He could not choo~ what parliament or republic he coul<:l: 
belong to, but·he chose his party, which is to his own heart.:' < _ ;.~~ 

.. Just as the Communist workmen at the Reno Jworks cannot . .ignore~ 
the·conditions of capitalist production, of the market and the sale of 
labour power,. so .the Russian Workers' Republic cannot artifi.gally. 
isolate itself ,from the: International conditions of capitalist proouc..;; 
tion .. The capitalist foremen at the Reno·works and the bourgeois: 
governments the world over still· represent an important. ·and indis-. 
putable fact. We.are .:eompelled to reckon with this fact, i~e..:,; to 
enter into relations with the existing governments, cobclude .·ag-ree-.: 
ments with the capjtalists, and buy ·and sell. Of .the ~indivi,4ual. 
Communist working at the Reno works we should demand .th:lt in 
his dealings with the capitalists he shall not undermine the solidarity 
of the working class; shall not. act as a strike bre~er,· but, on, ~he. 
contrary, that he combat aU forms of strike-breakin~:.:.:.: The same is 
required of the Soviet Government in its dealings with the· boy~geois 
governments. In this: rci>pect we can offer no·guarantees, other than 
those inherent in the nature of our party and of the Comm~ist 
International of which it forms a part. In our opinion~ this is 
sufficient. As for the solemn declaration of Leon Blum, Renaudel 
and Boncourt, of their intention to uphold the interests of oppressed 
Gennany against the aggression of a Franco-Russian alliance-:-~e 
shall remain silent. This theme is worthy ·of the pen of Ga5sier.* 
His arguments will be incomparably more convincing than ours .. 

Parallel with the hypothesis of the imperialist Franco-Soviet 
· alliance, M. Blum constructs another hypothesis which- is not. less 

brilliant : · that the Russian Soviet Government · joini11g . hands, 
through M. Heriot, with the left bloc in France, will on the next day 
exhort the French Communists to support the French radicals, and 
even to conclude an ,alliance with them .. To our knowledge, this 
hypothesis, had some infi"Qence upon certain elements in :the C~m
munist Party. It was ·from this point of view that some French 
comrades attempted to judge the policy of the United. Front. . On 
this point, too, we will attempt to explain ourselves in the plainest 
possible manner. · ~ '. · . · ..... . 

We believe that the substitution of the national bloc, increa~~gl y 
less capable of sup}X)iting the domination of the French Jx>grgeoisie, 
by the left bloc will signify a step forward, provided- that. at the 
same- time the :party of the working class maintains an. absolutely 
independen~, cntical, and .irrecon~ila~ly r~volutionar.y lin~ of policy. 

, The new epoch· of reformist pacific 11Iustons, after the dlus1ons of 
the war and of victory~ is inevitably arriving in France,. and this 
should be the _prologue of th~ proletarian revolut~. Jhe ~ri~lnph 
of the revolution will be achieved by the party wh1ch·Is not m the 
least·· guilty· of· des$eminating refonnist..:pacifis~ illusions; for , the 
disappointment of the wo~ing class with the illusions of the :left ·bloc 
will·be converted,· above all,- into hatred and contempt for deiQo
cratic-pacifist socialism. Only the Party which, while recognising 
the _his~ori~Ily, relatively u progressive u ~haracter (in t~e sense 
outltned abOve) of the left bloc as CQmpar~ With the nabonahst bloc, 
carries. a~ ·unremitting ·struggle against it and strives ·to array· the 
proletariat ·as· a class against all boJirgeois part'ies--<)nly such a 
party,· no ·matter what temporary vacillations may occur in the 

. workers• ranks, will at the ·critical moment, gain a controlling 
influence upon the working class and consequently in the life ~f- the 

.. * A· French Communist Cartoonist. 
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country. We have n_o reason to aoubtJor a moment that when 
M. Heriot and his friends will be at the helm of. State, M. ~Blum 
a:nd his fr~e~ds will be w~oUy-:at the di5J?Osal_ ofthe 1~ bloc. and 
at the dectstve moment will, as formerly, support all tnteiDattonal 
alliances of their bourgeoisie-of 'course, tinder the . mask. Qf 
reformist-pacifist phrases, deluding ~certain section of the working 
class and partially even themselves. · 

The eJjtrance of Renaudel, Bon court and Bl urn into the Heriot 
ministry is a greater probability thari a bloc of the radicals·· with 
the Communists. We admit that such a prospect does not frighten 
us. M. Blum in the capacity of "socialist" minister of bOurgeOis 
France would be incomparably more in his place than as a publicist 
defe~ding socialist principles of intemationalr policy again~t Soviet 
Russta. At any rate, he would render a more valuable servtce to the 
cause of Socialism by showing what a minister should not be, 
as Tseretelly and Kerensky did in· their time. .All_ this will. be 
possible on the condition that the Communist Party. maintains its 
fighting spirit, and purges its ranks of -the followers of Blum. : 

There have been radical ministers in France before now. ·Their 
di~appe:Ea ce from the scene and subst·itution by other bourgeois 
combin · s, was caused by the fact that at the time the power 
of the bO rgeois state was much stronger, whereas. the prol~tariat 
had not yet organised a truly revolutionary party_. NowJ in the 
post-bellum France a left bloc should appear on the scene as the· las~ 
political standard-bearer of a shattered regime. The policy of the 
International in regard to the French Communist Party ts dictated by 
the desire that the left bloc, whose star is rising over France, shall 
be inscribed in the annals of history as the last Government of the 
French bourgeoisie. _ .. 

Even after M. Blum's accusations, we shall continue to politely 
receive. every French. bourgeois who approaches us, for establishing 
normal relations, and to ar:range for the exportation of hog bristles 
-either now or after the triumph of the left bloc. -

At the same. time the Com intern. wi_ll as heretofore expel from its 
ranks every renegade who attempts to preach Left Blocism to the 
French workers .. Will the adherents of !VI. Blum fail to grasp the 
logic of this policy? All the more inexorable will the consequences 
be for them. · 

The· Class War in Japan ~ 
BY G. VOYTINSKY 

T
HE main background of the political life of me>dern 
Japan is p.rovid. ed . by the struggle between. the landed 
aristocracy and the yoqthful energetic -bourgeoisie. · On 

. this background can be traced all. the other fonns of 
. political struggle in the country : the Labour _mov:ement, 

the tenant farmers' movement, the conflict of political parties in 
parliament, a.D:d t.he struggle. between the two military cliques of 
Satsun and Ts1ots1. 

One can form a clear picture of the struggle between the landed 
aristocracy and the bour:geoisie by studying the parliamentary 
election campaigns of last year and this year. In their campaigns 
each side endeavoured to $ecure ·a parlia:mentary majority-. th~. 
one to retain the existing political regime favourable for the feudal 
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landowners, and the other to destroy this reg.ime andr to remove . 
old and obsolete forms from the political system· of the country. 

These obsolete political forms retard the efforts of the industrial 
bourgeoisie, who grew up with particular rapidity quring the 
world war, to create a political and administrative State apparatus 
to serve its vital interests and needs. 

The demands put forward by the liberal bourgeoisie through.its 
party, Kensekai, are directed mainly against the political __ power 
of the agrarians and militarist!. . The heated struggles, which are 
waged around each of these demands, give witness to the fact that 
the national bourgeoisie has reached a stage in . its ·development 
when the forms of political , power now existing in Japan can no 
longer serve its interest ; it must therefore destroy them. · 

On the· other hand, the feudal aristocracy, working almost 
continually in alliance with the powerful militarist clique, still repre
sents a strong social and political force. For that reason, the 
struggle between the feudal aristocracy and the bourgeoisie_ll1ust. 
bear a revolutionary character. 

We -will examine the demands which the Japanese bourgeoisie 
jnscribed on its banners in the recent election campaign, and 
which were calculated to bring over to its side the masses of the 
workers in it~ struggle against the feudal landowners. 

One of the principal demands recently -put forward by the _ 
national bourgeoisie is for a reduction: of the army. The economic 
motive underlying this is the incredibly large sum now expended · 

_on the ar·my. No less than 58 per cent. of the State Budget is 
appropriated for military needs, and this represents that_ part of 
surplus value which should have been used for expanding industry. 
The Japanese bourgeoisie began to feel the weight of the military 
burden mo"st particularly after the conclusion of the world war 
and after the majority of privileges they had secured in the East 
as commercial agents for the belligerent European countries had 
disappeared. _ . . , 

The demand for the reduction of the army, of'-:'course, has its 
political side, which aims at the reduction of the political.power 
of the agrarians and the militarists .. · From this demand there 
follow other demands of secondary importance for which the bour
geoisie fight with no less energy. One of these is the plea for the 
extension of the railway system a.pd its adaptation to industrial and 
commercial functions, instead of the military purposes which the 
:railways up tiiJ.now were mainly -calcu~ated to serve.. The Cle~ire 
of the bourgeoisie for peace, which has lately found 1ts expression 
in: the demand for the evacuation of the Jap~nese troops from 
Siberia, and of non-intervention in the conflicts between the Tuchuns 
in China, can be explained by the same desire to- reduce expenditure 
upon the army. Reference should be made here to the tendency 
which has, arisen among the progressive bourgeoisie in Japan for 
the peaceful economic conquest of the markets of China and Siberia. 
Of course, this is only one of the factors influencing the Japanese 
bourgeoisie in its imperialistic strivings. · · 

Another demand put forward by the bourgeoisie is that of the 
extensions of education in the country. This is resisted by the 
governing clique, mainly on the ground of the expenditure which it 
would entail. But the bourgeoisie· is compelled to insist upon it, 
not merely in order to cut off a part of the budget of the existing 

. . 
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govem·ment, not even. in order to. win the sympathies . of. the. mass . 
of the Japanese workers, but exclusively. as ·a means of solving the . 
vital problem of. improvi~g the quality of the products of national 
industry. · J . , · 

The fact is that the Japanese bourgeoisie cannot now put 
forward the demands it put forward when it entered the .JIIarket 
during the world war at a time when ifhad no competitors. Even 
in China, the Germans, English · and Americans are able ·success· 
fully to compete with Japan in spite of its favourable geographic 
posttion. One of the ·means by which the Japanese bourgeoisie hope 
to improve their. industry is to train a skilled, technical staff 
by raising the general level of education of the workers. For 
this purpose, it is, of course,· necessary to have schools all over the 
country, and to remove the obstacles between the elementary ·and 
the higher schools which exist in Japan as relics of the old caste 
system. 

During the election campaign to the 45th Session of Parliament, 
at the en:d of last J anuzCry, the Japanese bourgeoisie· widely popu
larised all the above mentioned demands in their Press throughout 
the whole country~ In this campaign it sought the support mainly 
of tenant farmers, the intelligenzia, and also of the workers. ·In 
order to attract these classes and groups of the population the · 
bourgeois liberal Kansakai, Kakumento and . Kakoshinskla parties ... 
for a period of six months carried on an intense agitation for the 
extension of the franchise. 

After the reforms of 1908, which established a 10 yen property 
qualifi.cation for the franchise, there were 1,582,676 electors in the 
country, out of a population of 49 millions. In 1920, however, 
after an intense campaign carried on by the boifrgeoisie for the 
extension of the franchise, during which. huge demonstrations 
took place all· over the country, accompanied in places by conflicts 
with the police, the Hara Government was compelled to introduce 
electoral reforms, dissolve parliament and appoint new elections on 
the basis of the new· electoral law. The ·new law reduced the 
property qualification from 10 yen to 3, at.td thus increased the 
number of electors to 3,085,628. But the liberal bourgeoisie were 
deceived by this reform, for it caused an increase of votes among 
the well-to-do class of peasants who are under the influence of the 
agrarians and their. political party, the Sei-u-Kai. The newly
elected parliament, therefore, merely ser\red as an instrument in 

· the hands of the Japanese agrarians and militarists. 
After this· defeat the bourgeoisie entered' on a .fresh franchise 

campaign with even greater energy. They had been_. taught that 
they must seek allies mainly among' the intellige~zia, the landless . 
tenant farmers, and the urban proletariat. ·Indeed, in 1921, the 
Left Wing of the liberal bourgeoisie, the Kokuminto, succeeded in 
establishing considerable connections with the tenant farmers, the 
petty .officials and artisans, and at the opening of the 45th Session 
of Parliament in February, 1921, it presented a petition ·in, the 
name of half a million of the working population of the country 
for an extension of the franchise. On the dayrof opening Parlia
ment, Io,ooo peasants came into Tokyo for the purpose of presenting 
the petition to the . Government. The liberal bourgeoisie further 
succeeded in drawing into this struggle a section of the workers 
who had become· convinced. of the futility of an economic struggle 
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while political power was in the hands of their class ellemy~ ··.A 
great factor in attracting the workers to the political struggle:· was 
the strike which took place in. Koba at the end ·of 1921. The 
workers of Japan are gradually beginning to understand· the 
necessity for taking part in the political struggle of the present 
moment, to democratise the country, to abolish the relics of 
feudalism, and to secure universal suffrage. 

The struggle for uni versa! suffrage during the ele£ti.ons to the 
45th Session of Parliament bore a much more acute characterthan 
that of I 920-:-2 L The bourgeoisie strengthened its p~sition by 
securing the support of the minor officials of the government ser
vice, the intelligenzia ;m~ the tenant farmers. The Christian 
Socialist, Kahava, who had resigned from the U-Ai-Kai, the 
Federation of Labour, travelled ~nto ithe heart ·af the country 
and visited the most remote villages in connection with the election 
campaign. In the beginning of January, a number of societies and 
individuals organised mass meetings, demonstrations, got up 

. petitions, etc., under the auspices of the opposition 'parties in favour 
of universal suffrage. 

The Universal Suffrage Bill proposed by the bourgeoisie ,clearly 
indicates that they intend to take this weapon of political power 
out of the hands of their opponents. The following are the points 
of the Bill:- · 

(1) All male persons over the age of 25 have the right to elect 
and be elected; {2) all property qualifications existing hitherto to 
be removed; (3) directors of companies under the protection or 
under the management of the government are depr:~ved of the right 
to be elected; (4) canvassing is prohibited; (5) all election propaganda 
on the day of the election is prohibited; (6) the opening of places 
of amusement by candidates is prohibited; (7) breaches of points 
(4), (5) and (6) are to be punishable by fines not exceeding 200 yen; 
(8) election meetings may be held without having to go through 
the formality of applying for permissiQn.; (9) public schools must 
be placed at the :disposal of candidates for the holding of election 
meetings. 

The fight for this Bill between the government and the opposi
tion took place in the red-hot atmosphere of mass excitement and 
demonstrations outside the windows of Parliament. On February 
23, the Bill was thrown out by a vote. of ~43 against 147. This 
aroused a storm of indignation among the masses of the workers. 
In spite· of the precautionary measures taken by the police, and 
the numerous arrests,· which made demonstration$ impossible, huge 
crowds· gathered in various parts of· the town to ·a-iscuss the event 
of the day.· In the Shiba Park members of. the Opposition 
addressed a huge meeting. of 5,000 people; The intervention· of the 
police led· to disturbances, and only the appeals of the deputies 
succeeded in inducing the crowd to disperse. · After this, mass 
arrests were made which included Opposition· ·members of Parlia-
ment. · 

In spite of the defeat of the Franchise Bill ·qy the major.i.ty 
party, the struggle between the bourgeoisie and the agrarians has 
not abated in the slightest degree. The demands of the bour
geoisie have become more numerous, and its methods are ·more 
determined. In spite of the fact that the masses had lost all con
fidence in the opposition bourgeoisie parties, owin.g to their 
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CO\Y~_rd~CC: and v~cilla~ions~ J?.~Verthel~ss,, th~ st~uggle ~<?,r. the _d(!~O-_ 
cratisabo~ _of the country ~~.ll cont1n1:1e to b<? ~trC?ngly .supP9r~ed 
by the· to~hilg masses, particularly of the urban proletana~, wh.1~h 
will impose· ··its stamp upon the bourgeois demands,· _e'Xteild their 
scope, arid . use the "democratic liberties > secured "a'gain~t those who 
are at present inspir.ing them-the national bourgeoisie. · . · · 
. 'In .orde~ to underst.a~c:J. why > the present struggle ~~ween ~he .. 

J ap~nese bourgeoisie and ~he fet:tdal agrarians assum~d its present 
form a~d ~hy this struggle will create. the conditions .fav9urable. 
for the organisation of the for~es of t.he growi~g proletariat, it; 
is neces~ry to ~ak~ sev:eral ref~reJ1ces" to his~o~y, which will. ~ho~ 
that right up to the end of . t~e war the ·bourgeoisie were in the . 
leading string~ of the feudals anc;l th~ mil_itarist~, who thus repre.o 
sented a united front against the rising proletariat, and who, f9r. 
that)<re~son was unable to organise jts .forces for the class struggle~· 

THE FEUDALS AND THE BOURGEOISIE. 
Until the revolution of 1868 political power in Japan was 

entirely in the hands of the Shogun, the representative of the military 
caste, and formally recognised as the commander-in-chief of tlie 
troops responsible only to the Mikado. As a matter of fact, the 
Shogun was completely independent of the Mikado, and, moreover, 
in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries there were frequent cases 
when the Shogun exiled the ~1ikado to distant. parts of the king-· 
dolll as a punishment for disobedience, and placed the young son 
of the Mikado on the throne in his stead. 

The rule of the Shogun expressed the most perfect form of 
feudalism and the most powerful of the Daimio-the feudal princes. 
The' Mikado was revered as a divine being; he was called Son 
of the Heaven, but he had no influence on either internal, foreign 
poli~y, or even on the State apparatus. . 

From the end of the twelfth century until the restoration, the 
country was divided into pr.incipalities, each under the rule of a 
Daimio. At that time there existed an absolutely independent force 
in the country in the shape of the Samurai, who at first served the 
Daimio as ·mercenaries to defend their lands, and later were con
verted into a military aristocracy composed of several grades. 
Sometimes the Samurai united to defend, not the lands of one or 
o:ther Daimio, but the country as a whole against invasions of 
alien people~, ~s was the case against the Chinese, Koreans, and 
even the Mongols in the '7o's of the thirteenth century. 

The Samurai were eventually compelled to introduce a " sub
divi~i~n of lab.our ". in their work; the land defence of the country,~ .. -
was entrusted to the clan of Tsiosu and the naval defence to. 
Saksuma. These .two clans subsequently played a great role in 
the period! of the restoration in 1868, and secured enormous in-fluence 
after the restoration. . 
· The revolution of 1868 was undoubtedly the result of the 

development of mercantile capital in Japan, which, beJ.ng hampered 
by the divided character of the country, strove to sweep away all 
feudal obstacles. The subjective factors of the revolution were' 
the clans hostile to the Shogun, the Mikado and his Court, who all 
the time strove to ~cure power, and the intelligenzia which had 
arisen out of the Sainurai and expressed the tendencies of the time. 
They stood 1for contact with the outside world and for internal 
reform$~ T~e. dissatisfactio~ with the Shogun a~d the. st~uggle 
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against him took the form of various clan revolts. It would naturally 
follow that the factors which played the main ·tole in the prepara
tion of the revolution, and which actually overthrew the Shogun, 
would play a great part in the political life of. the country after 
the revolution. · 

It is clear why the ideological expression of the strivings of the 
bourgeoisie took the form of the idea of Imperial restoration. In 
the person of the Mikado, both the rising bourgeoisie and the clans 
hostile to the Shogun saw the possibility ·of centralising the~ admin
istration of the country and preventing power falling into the hands 
of the Daimio. The merchant capitalists of those days, not having 
sufficiently established themselves in the economy of the country, 
could not, of course, become the bearers of political pow~r. .·"On 
the other hand, the military aristocracy_ as a caste, bOund neither 
to trade nor industry, nor to the land, could merely serve as a 
factor influencing the State, as an organ e?Cecuting its desires, but 
could not create the State apparatus. , 

Th•s, as a result of the revolution of 1868, political supremacy 
actually remained in the hands of the agrarian aristocracy; althougn 
as an outcome of the centralisation of the country and the adminis
trative reforms, the mercantile bourgeoisie obtained wide possi• 
bilities of devoloping their productive powers. At the sa_me time, 
the Tsiosu and Saksuma classes, which were active in the period 
of the Restoration, began to exercise considerable influence upon 
the internal and foreign politics of the country. 

The whole of the period· between the revolution. of 1868 and up 
to the outbreak of the world war, frorn the political point of view, 
should be regarded as a period of alliance among the feudal 
agrarians, the military.aristocra.cy and the commercial and-industrial 
bourgeoisie. If any ;friction did exist among them, it was ex
pressed merely in the form of influence brought to bear in the· 
Court of the Mikado, or upon his Cabinet; never did it take the 
form of a struggle of ·classes. The bourgeoisie _was in complete· 
agreement with the foreign policy of the feudal militarist govern
ment, which in the 'go's of the nineteenth century strove to. extend 
its territory at the expense of neighbouring States. At the outbreak 
of the Japano-Chinese war in 1894, the commercial and industrial 
bourgeoisie supported the striving of the agrarians to seize the 
territory of China and Korea, and for the acquisition of Formosa, 
the stepping-stone to Korea; and the indemnities which came as a 
result of that war served ·as an impetus to the further development 
of capitalism in J a,pan and as strengthening the ties between the 
commercial bourgeoisie and the Government. 

The armed ·intervention of Czarist Russia, Germany and France, 
who feared that Japan would seize China and Korea, upon which 
they themselves had calculated, compelled the Japanese militarists, 
by the Sbiman Treaty, to retreat to the islands. This served as 
a reason for 3: more close. ~lli~nce ·h<:tween the Japanese Gov~':fl
m~t of agrarians and mihtansts, w1th the national bourgeoisie, 
as. the former protected the latter by extending its industrial basis, 
by expanding the w~ industry, by granting it monopolies in various 
branches of industry, and by the introduction of protective tariffs. 

At the outbreak of the Russo-Japanese war, the Japanese bour
geoisie wholeheartedly supported its government. The result of the 
war, which end~d in a victory for Japanese militarism, gave the 
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bourgeoisie considerable territory in Korea ·and Southern Man
churia which contained enormous natural wealth and served as the 
starting-point for the intensive development of capitalism. in Japan. 
By protective tar.iffs and the nationalisation and exten~i.on of the 
railway system, the Japanese Government greatly facthtated the 
expansion of capitalist industry and thus tied the bourgeoisie to 
its chariot. · . 

With the developme~t of capitalist production, there also 
developed an industrial proletariat which, fro.qt the very beginning, 
found itself in the clutches of a ·twofold enemy-the feudal 
agrarians and the bourgeoisie. · \Vhereas in · Western European 
countries, at the moment of the nse of the proletariat, the antagonism 
between the bourgeoisie and the landed aristocracy gave .it the 
possibility, to some extent, of organising its forces, the unity of 
the bourgeoisie and the agrarians in Japan prevented the Japanese 
proletciriat from doing so. Nevertheless, in spite of considerable 
aifficulties, Japanese Labour organised and found its expression 
in the Socialist movement. Both were cruelly and treacherously 
suppressed by Japanese militarism in 191 I. 

The world war of 19 I 4 marked a turning point in the history 
of the development of Japanese capitalism and the conclusion of Jt 
marked the end of the alliance between the agrarians and mili
tarists on the one hand, and the bourgeoisie on the other. The 
incredible growth of the economic power of the '] apanese hour· 
geoisie during the war caused it to be a great political factor. On 
the other hand, its political power did not correspond to its economic 
power owing to the political system of the country, which still bore 
a strong feu·dal character. 

The enormous demand of the belligerent powers for war 
material caused an unparalleled expansion of the metallurgical and 
textile industries of Japan. The demand :for food enabled the 
commercial bourgeoisie to act as agents between Asi_a and. -
the countries of Europe. The need of the belligerent imperialists 
for means of transport, which was rendered ·still more acute by 
the submarine war, facilitated the development of the Japanese ship
building industry. All this enabled Japanese industry to grow to 
a hitherto unparalleled degree. Existing branches of industrv 
expanded_ and new industries arose. Between 1914 and 1918 the 
number of industrial companies increased from 5,266 to 8,221. In 
1914 the capital of the companies· then existing was 944,145,000 
yen; .in 1918 this had increased to 2,019,407,000. The tonnage of, 
Japanese steamers in 1915 was 1,004,900; in 1918 it was 2,310,959 __ '..__~ 
tons. These figures show to. what extent the Japanese bourgeoisie 
had grown and consolidated itself during the period of the war. 
-The agrarian militarist government, which had facilitated this 
growth, found at the end of the war that its protege had become a 
mighty . factor in the country and no longer desired to be held 
in its leading strings. The Japanese bourgeoisie realised its 
strength and began to demand, not merely protection at the hands 
of the governing clique, but the adaptation of the whole of the 
State apparatus to .its needs. Since the end of the war, which also 
brought an end to the privileges of the bourgeoisie,· and since .the 
financial and industrial crises· that followed it, the struggle between 
the_ bourgeoisie on the one hand, and the agrarians and ·militarists 
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on the other, is unfolding more and more; and· has assumed Uie 
acute foims we ·mentioned at the beginning of this article .. 
· The character of the economic crisis and the pO.liticai struggle 
between . the bourgeoisie and the governing class,· . which· is con
nected with the former, as effect is to ~a use, renders it po!:,isibl~ 
for the· J apanes~ toilers and particularly the urban proletariat to 
develop its struggle ana gather its forces. . 

THE LABOUR MOVEMENT, 
The 1st of May demonstration of the Japanese !workers this year. 

~erves as an illustration of the .growth of the labour and revolu
tionary movement. For the fi.rst time, the demands, '' Dictatorship · · 
of the Proletariat " and " Recognition of Soviet Russia," were 
ins~ribed on the banners of the demonstrators. In additi9n, the 
workers put forward demands for an eight-hour day,~ a minimum 
wage, and threateningly warned capital that '' we will improve our. 
eondition by our own efforts and not wait for the magnanimity of 
the government.'' 

For .the Jirst time, tens of thousands of organised workers took 
part in demonstrations in. Tokyo, Osaka, · Koba, and other towns. 
Only two years ago the Japanese workers celebrated May Day, 
not on May 1st, but, as in Britain·, on the first Sunday in May. 
This year, they celebrated it on May 1st, and not only did the 
workers in private industries take part in it, but also those employed· 
in Government enterprises. 

The number of women who took part in this year's demonstra
tion was very considerable. Women's labour in .. Japan is very 
important. In the textile industry, which developed most during 
the war, women's labour comprises the greater part of the labou~ 
employed. It should be observed that last year only 10 per 
cent. of the workers, men and women, were organised in this 
industry (of 700,000, about 70,000 were organised). This year 
the May Day demonstration brought the mass of the rank and file 
of the workers into the streets of the principal .industrial towns 
of the country. · 

If we bear in mind that this took place in a feudal militarist 
country, where meetings of all kinds are prohibited, where it is 
difficult for a dozen or so Socialists to meet in one place, where 
long before May 1st precautionary measures were taken by the 
police to prevent it, it will be clear that demonstrations of tens 
of thousands of workers and working women is a fact of extreme 
importance in the· present ·period of ferment. and. acute class 
antagonism in Japan. · · .._, . · 

No less characteristic of this period of financial and economic 
crises is~-tl)e str.ike ·movement and the- methods adopted by the-
organised workers of Japan in their struggle. · 

The. following phases of the movement are ·worth pointing out: 
The reconciliation ·movement expressing itself in the formation of 
societies for promoting hannony ·between capital and labour; 
sabotage; .direct action; mass strikes, .including. political demands; 
and, fi.nally, the last great wave of opinion affecting nearly 300,000 
organised and a large number of unorganised workers in favour 
of organising a single federation of labour unions capable of 
expressing the will of the Japanese proletariat in its struggle against 
capi~al. · 
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Each one of these phases· may be .indicated as an interesting 

I act in the life of the young labour movement. 
. We will not hark back to the period of the 'go's of the last 

century, ·when a network of small labour organisations was· spread 
over the industrial towns of ] a pan as the result of.- the intensified 
development of the <:ountry after the Japano-Chinese war in 1894. 
Neither shall we enter into the details of the Socialist organisation 
which arose as a result of the growth of the· labour 1novement and 
which at first expressed itselt in the. f~:>rmation of the Socialist 
Soaety in 1900, and .in the Socialist Party in 1900. The Socialist 
Society conducted propaganda among the workers. ~nd. also an 
anti-militarist agitation during 1903-4, prior to the Russo-Japanese 
war. The Socialist -Party continued the work of the Socialist 
Society mainly in propaganda among . the workers by concentrating 
attention upon all the: important social and political facts in the 
country. As is known, this movement was suppressed . in 191 1, 
when twenty-four. 1nen were condemned to death (of whom twelve 
were executed). Even after this, individual Socialists continued 
their work mainly in the Trade Union and strike movements.. A 
new period of agitation bega~ when the' world war commenced. 

From the end of 1914, when the results of the development of 
the war industry and commerce began to affect the workers by 
increasing their wages and securing them constant work, the idea 
of the <:o-operation of ·classes entered the heads of the workers. 
At that time, the tendency bega~ the bourgeoisie to take the 
}ftbour movement under its protection and make 'it subordinate to 
its own: interest. The notorious Society for the Promotion of 
Harmony between Labour and Capital was organised in the most 
flourishing moments of Japanese trade and industry; but this 
period of prosperity did not last long. The encouragement· given 
by the Government to all forms of exports, including that of. agri
cultural produce, particular! y of the main article of consumption
rice, caused tremendous speculation in the country and an incredible 
rise of prices of articles of consumption. This, as .is known, caused 
the rice riots in 1918, which were spontaneous ~ass movements of 
the workers and served as the starting point of labour demonstrations 
in various towns of the country throughout the last .few years. 

During 1918-2o. the labour movement expanded, embraced 
elements which hitherto had remained outside of it, and drew the1n 
in~o the class struggle. A number of new labour organisations 
were formed.· What had most influence during that time was 
the Federation of ·Labour,·the U-Ai-Kai, which was organised in 
1912, and which had an affiliated membership of 2oo,QOO, con-· 
sisting mainly of metal and textile workers, miners;·- printers and 
a small organisation of seamen. The most radical of the organ
isations belonging to the U -Ai-Kai was the Radosha, consisting 
mainly of the Miners' Union and engineers. Prior to 1918, the 
U-Ai-Kai was powerfully influenced by the idea of harmony between 

. capital and labour, but after the rice riots, when the masses rapidly 
became revolutionary, undcubtedly as a result of the influence of 
the Russian revolution, the Left \Ving began to acquire ·the 
dominant position, and the spirit of the class struggle began to 
pervade the organisation. 

From this period the Japanese began for the fi.r~t time to· 
apply the method of mass sabotage. On September 18th, 1919, 
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20,000 workers in certain factories, after ·the employers had: refused 
to grant the demands put to. them, decided to sabotage. In the 
first place,- they decided to reduce the -driving power. of the factory 
from 8oo to 400 horse power, which made it impossible ~o start 
all the machinery. All the workers turned up at work every 
morning, but not one of them started work. This' lasted ten days. 
Other f'orms of sabotage have also been known. The tramway 
workers, on one occasion, did not dally over their work or waste 
time, but worked with such great zeal that they ·rushed the cars 
down the road and refused to stop at the reg!tlar. stopping places. 

However, these methods could not produce the required results .. 
The financial crisis in 1920 caused many factories to close down 
and unemployment was increased all _over the ~ountry.. After. th~ 
staffs of many factories had been reduced they were re-started, 
but in those places where the ·eight-hour day had been gained, a 
twelve, and even fourteen-hour day, was introduced. ·. 

). ~feanwhile, the prices of necessities continued to increase. In 
1920 the price of r.ice was 300 per cent. above pre-war prices, the 
price of sugar 500 per cent., tea 150 per ·cent., and· textiles 400 per 
cent. A great wave of strikes spread over the country. According 
to the returns of the Ministry for Home Affairs, in 1920 there were 
18 5 strikes affecting I ;o,ooo workers. The chief demands put 
,forward during these strikes were for increased wages and the_ 
eight-hour day, but demands were also put forward for the recog
nition of the trade unions. This pe.r.iod is characteristic also for 
the fact that the workers began to take a part in the political 
struggle, and. t-he U-Ai-Kai included in its programme the demand 
for universal suffrage. During the election campaign. for the 45th 
Session of Parliament, when the struggle between the agrarians and 
the industrial and commercial bourgeoisie assumed an acute form, 
the workers supported the progressive action of the bourgeoisie 
who stood for the democratisation of the country. and peace with 
neighbouring States. But the cowardly and irresolute bourgeoisie 
repelled the young labour movetnent in its efforts to co-operate in 
the struggle against absolutism. This flung it to · the other ex
treme, and hostility to the political struggle in general gave rise 
to the demand for direct action. \Vhile the workers were disgusted 
with politics, the growing economic crisis enabled the capitalists 
to drive their offensive still further forward and to withdraw the 
concessions they made when their pockets were overflowing with the 
profits plundered during t.he war. Another wave of strikes spread 
over the country, during which the demands put forward assumed 
more and more the spirit of the dass struggle. The famo~s strike 
at Koba. in the Autumn can be taken as characteristic of the-teinper 
of the Japanese workers at that time. The main_ demands put 
forward were the recognition of the Trade Unions and the Factory 
Comm.ittees, the eight-hour dav, increased ·wages and social in
surance. It should be· observed that in these strikes the Syndicalists 
played an impo~ant role, and the fact that the workers did not 
secure half of what might have been secured if these strikes had 
beeri ably condu<;ted by real labour r~volutionary class organisation 
should be attributed to the opportunist leaders. · 

The beginning of this year was marked by a number of strikes 
and· demonstrations against the Government. Of these, the largest 
and .ino~t .important was the strike in the Government enterprises. 
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As a consequence of the Washington Agreement to reduce naval 
armaments, ·many workers empJoyed in the naval construction works 
and arsenals stood .in danger of being thrown out of . work. This 
compelled them to make hasty preparations and to defend them
selves against the threatening danger. Fron1 February of this 'year 
even the most privileged workers employed in the naval arsenals 
and shipyards began to see the .necessity of organising and closing 
up their ranks. .. . · 

Anticipating the forthcoming dismissals; the. workers · in the 
Government works,· in March of this year, organised a number of 
demonstrations of protest _and put forward demands for the main
tenance of the workers dismissed out of the funds obtained from 
the reductions of expenditure on ·armaments . and threatening 
" resolute measures against the Government , in the event of this 
being refused. The dismissals of the workers, however, took place. 

""According to the Ti11tes, 33,000 workers were. dismissed in Kurre. 
The Ministry for War and Marine were also arranging to dismiss 
13,000 workers, and ·a further 30,000 were dismissed froni the 
Yavato and Hokaido works. Dur.ing these dismissals, the Govern
ment also dismissed the members of the· Central Committee of the 
Osaki Arsenal Workers' Union, which immediately caused a str.ike. 
The Government dispatched. troops to the place and declared the 
arsenal in a state of war. At the same time, a strike broke out 
in the Yokohama Shipyards as a protest against the forthcoming 
dismissals, dur.ing which a number of conflicts took place between 
the workers and the police. 

All these facts, and a number of others, which .it is not possible 
to quote here, served as lessons to the Japanese workers and com
pelled them to organise their forces and stand up, against the 
Government and the attacking capitalist class, as a united class 
organisation. 

Indeed, from that moment we observe a strong tendency among 
the workers towards federation. A number of small-labour unions 
joined together (according to official Government returns there ·are 
at the present moment 8oo labour unions with a nien1bership of 
26o,ooo). ·In March of this year, a Federation of Transport 
Workers was formed, -in Osaki, of several local unions~ In April, 
one large Metal Workers' Union was formed in Canto, Nortb-East 
Japan, fron1 a number of small unions with a membership of 
10,000. · At the end of April, 19 unions in Osaki fonned a federa-:
tion and affiliated to the Rodo-Kumai-Domikai, ·which ·formed the 
Left ·Wing of the U-Ai-Kai. This federation .included ··engine
drivers, dyers, boat builders, printers and woodworkers. - This 
striving towards unification found its main expression in the 
formation of the General Federation of ·Labour of Japan, which in 
May of this year had an approximate. membership of 300,000. The 
Federation was originally formed two years ago, but in 1921, the 
U-Ai-Kai broke off from· .it because of the radical character of 
several small unions affiliated. This year, however, the U-Ai-Kai, 
as a consequence of the pressure from its more revolutionary mem
bers, was compelled once again to come to an understanding with 
the Left Wing. At the same time, the old reformist leaders, 
Suzuki and Kahara, who had recently began to incline more and 
more· towards the farmers' movement, which is acquiring consider• 
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able- importance-in the country, began to lose influence upon· the 
labour movement. · 

In summarising the labour movement of Japan during rert>nt 
times, it is impossible to avoid referring to the hostility of the 
majority of the labour organisations· to political action. ·It 
should be observed that, until ' recently, . the· syndicalists 
exercised the· main influence over· the· workers and principally 
upon the ·more, revolutionary workers, precisely because of 
their hostilitY. to the political struggle. This·. is explained by 
the immutability of the bur~aucratic govern1nent clique which· pre-.. 
serves its feudal and caste ·hold upon the country, thus preventing 
the toiling masses from securing the most elementary rights· of 
participation .in the political Jife of the country; the· cowardice dis
phiyed by the bourgeoisie in: the struggle Jor the democratisation 

'1. of the country, and its treacherous conduct towards ·the workers; 
the venality of the politicians and the futility of parliamentary 
chatter, and also the training which the masses had receiyed at 
the hands of the non-political opportunist trade union leaders; ·who 
restrained the workers from taking pa~t in the political struggle 
for fear of placing the unions at the 1nercy of the governing clique. 

Nevertheless, the workers at every possible opportunity spon
taneously expressed their attitude to the existing political system 
of the country. Now, .in the ever-growing struggle between the 
bourgeoisie and the agrarians, the labour masses .are· beginning to 
understand more and more the necessity for taking part in the 
political struggle for the immediate conquest of such political rights 
as will enable them to consolidate their power in the State, and 
thus be in a position to make use of the struggle between the 
bourgeoisie and the agrarians in the interests of Labour. · 

Such a tendency undoubtedly already exists among the masses 
of the workers. Nevertheless, the young Communist Party of 
Japan is still faced with the great work of drawing the broad masses 
into the struggle for the democratisation of the country and the 
establishment of conditions favourable for the rallying and con
solidation of the forces of labour for the forthcoming decisive 
battles with the bourgeoisie. 

CONCLUSION. 
The moment for:- the final breach and the open struggle among 

the agrarians, the bureaucrats and the militarists· on the one hand, 
and the commercial and industrial bourgeoisie on the· other, is 
sur:ely .approaching., · ·· 

Disinteg_ration has taken place in the ranks of the feudal agrarian 
group~ the Sai~U-Kai, the purely bourgeois elements which hitherto 
belonged to this party are now leaving it, and this .is ·hastening its 
collapse. · 

An oppo.sition has arisen within the militarist party, composed 
. of intellectuals and officers, which expresses the tendency towards 

adaption to the new epoch in Japan. This .is cvidencei:l by such 
publications· as the Y orutsu and the K o kumin, which up till now 
have beeri the organs of the militarists, but which now, ·in dealing 
with foreigni and home politics, are speaking the same language 
as the opposition parties, Kenseka~ and Kokumenttt. These mili
tarist publications not only advocate the cessation of intervention 
~n the Russian . Far East, but also in China. They are alsq hostile 
to the ·new cabinet of Admiral Kato, .whi.:h took· the place of 
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the cabinet of Takahashi, and declare that power should be trans-
ferred to the latter. · · 

The very Jact of the formation of the Kato Cabinet, which the 
Sai-U-Kai does not yet dare openly to control, proves that in the 
struggle among the Japanese bourgeoisie and the agrarians and 
-the bureaucrats the initiative has passed into the hands of th~ 
former, and the fact that the bourgeoisie is not satisfied with the 
new cabinet shows that it intends to continue its offensive; 

The growth of the farmers' movement,. which acquired particular 
prominence in the early. part of this year (there. were 1 ,6o0 .conflicts 
between tenant farmers and landowners), is in reality a movement 
directed against the agrarians, and therefore strengthens the position 
of the bourgeoisie and broadens the social basis in the country for 
the reception of its .ideas. · 

The labour movement in J a.pan during recent times is more and 
more assuming an organised character and under the pressure of the 
capitalist offensive is growing. · . 

The striving of the labour organisations towards centralisation 
expressed in the formation of the General Federation of Labour in 
:May of this year, in spite of the opposition of the opportunist 
leaders of the U-Ai-Kai, proves that the masses of Japan hav~ 
re~ognised the necessity to rally and organise its Jorces. The aban
donment of the syndicalist groups by the advanced revolutionary 
workers and their entry into the ranks of the young Communist 
Party of Japan is .indicative of the recognition by the labour van
guard of the urgency of forming its political mass party. 

The advanced elements of the revolutionary workers of Japan 
are beginning to understand that only by having a proletarian 
political party which can· rally under· its banner the broad masses 
of the workers, and at the same time put forward watchwords 
which will call forth the response of the tenant farmers and agricul
tural labourers, and show to the oppressed tribes of the Japanese 
population that only an emancipated working class can free them
only in this way can the Japanese proletariat acquire the upper ha~d 
in the present struggle against absolutism and the relics of feudalism, 
and be able to make use of the victory over the old· order in the 
interests of the working class. . 
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Messidor 
c:::=:::J 

LO, this one, is not it ours, 
Now the ruin of Jead things rattle 
As dead men's bones in the pit, 
Now the kings wax lean as they sit 

Girt round with memories of- powers, 
With musters counted as cattle 

And armies folded as sheep 
Till the· red blind husbandman Battle 

Put in the sickles and reap ? 

Now the kings wax lean as they sit, 
The people grow strong to stand ; 

The men they trod on and spat, 
The .dumb dread people that sat 

As corpses cast in a pit, 
Rise -up with God at their hand, 

And thrones are hurled on a heap, 
And strong men, sons of the land, 

Put in the sickles and reap. 

The dumb dread people that sat 
All night without screen for the night, 

All day without food for the day, 
They shall give not their harvest away, 

They shal~ eat of its fruit and wax fat: 
They shall see the desire of their sight, 

Though_ the ways of the seasons be steep, 
They shall climb with face to the light, 

Put in the sickles and reap. 
A. C. SWINBURNE. 

(Songs before Sttnrise) 
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